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ABSTRACT

Structural issues, and even structural failures, have recently emerged in a number
of masonry structures built in the mid-19th century (1838-1860) in the Charleston area.
There has not been a clear answer as to why these structural problems are occurring
disproportionately to failures in buildings built in other time periods. Damage during the
1886 Earthquake led to several hypotheses of why buildings from this era were
preforming poorly. This thesis investigates two hypotheses. It is crucial to determine if
there is a reason or pattern for these problems and failures. The main intention of this
thesis, starting with the assumption that there is indeed a problem in buildings built
between 1838 and 1860, is to determine whether the location relative to soil type and the
mortar quality of these buildings impact their structural performance in relation to
buildings of other time periods. Findings from this study lead to suggestions of how to
confront a mid-nineteenth century building with structural issues with a preservation
engineering approach.
The original hypothesis was that buildings built on made land were settling, but
results revealed that 1838-1860 buildings were not disproportionately built on made land.
It was discovered that several case study buildings contribute to the general
understanding that buildings from this period have inferior mortar quality. This
corroborate evidence was developed and proven through historical documents and lab
tests. Due to the poor quality of the mortar tested, methods to strengthen the lateral
capacity of mid-nineteenth century masonry buildings are suggested.
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CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION

It is important to preserve historic buildings while preservation initiatives are still
possible. If a building is structurally unstable and deemed a threat to life safety by a
certified structural engineer, saving the building is then nearly impossible. In early 2017,
the house located at 4 Gadsden Street in Charleston, South Carolina was demolished. The
building was a pink, stuccoed masonry, Greek Revival home built in 1852. 1 The
demolition of this mid-ninetieth century house was a major loss to the historic context of
Charleston, a city that places great importance on its historic character. The following
quote is from a local newspaper that wrote in article on the matter: “City Planning
Director Jacob Lindsey said the city hates to lose any historic structure, ‘especially one
with as much significance as this residence on Gadsden Street. ... Unfortunately, it was
determined that there is no safe way to save the building.’” 2 The demolition was deemed
necessary due to severe structural issues discovered by the engineer on project during
renovations to the structure. The City of Charleston sought the opinion of another
structural engineer who confirmed that 4 Gadsden was structurally unsafe. 4 Gadsden had
sustained damages from hurricanes, fires, and earthquakes all of which caused serious
damage to the structure. Though preservation is a priority in Charleston, life safety is the
most important factor when determining if a building should remain part of the urban
fabric. As oppose to looking at individual buildings, perhaps a study to look at systematic

Jonathan H. Poston, The Buildings of Charleston: A Guide to the City’s Architecture (Columbia: University
of South Carolina Press, 1997), 521-522.
2
Robert Behre, “Charleston Officials Authorize Demolition of One of the City's Most Historic Homes”
(Charleston: Post and Courier, 2017), 2.
1

1

issues with sets of buildings could aid in the preservation of buildings before the difficult
choice of demolition is the only solution to protect life safety.

Figure 1: 4 Gadsden Street in 2016, photo by author

Figure 2: 4 Gadsden Street in 2018, photo by author
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Charleston, South Carolina is composed of buildings built in every era of
America’s building industry extending from the 17th century to today’s construction. Past
construction, which has managed to endure to today, has proved to be very sturdy, robust,
and stable. The fact that these buildings have stood the test of time is proof of their
strength. However, structural issues, and even structural failures, have recently emerged
in a number of structures built in the mid-19th century (1838-1860) in the Charleston
area. There is not a clear answer of why these structural problems are occurring. A group
of highly experienced professionals in the field of historic preservation noticed that mid19th century buildings they were working on seemed to be in worse shape than buildings
they had worked with in other time periods. At the urging of the Preservation Society of
Charleston, a meeting was called on the matter, and during the meeting, it became clear
to these professionals that there was not an academic answer for the posed question of
why multiple mid-19th century buildings in Charleston were experiencing structural
problems. After much deliberation, the group agreed that this could potentially be a major
problem. It became clear that it was crucial to determine if there is a reason or pattern for
these problems and failures. The main intention of this thesis, starting with the
assumption that there is indeed a problem in buildings built between 1838 and 1860, is to
determine whether the location relative to soil type and the mortar strengths of these
buildings impact their structural performance in correlation to buildings of other time
periods. Findings from this study lead suggestions of how to confront a mid-nineteenth
century building with structural issues with a preservation engineering approach.

3

While there is an extremely large number of hypotheses about the causes of poor
performance of the masonry buildings of this era in Charleston, two of the factors were
investigated through this research. The focus of study will be at the location where
structural issues have been found, Charleston, South Carolina. Charleston is an
appropriate place to for this study not only because multiple examples or structural
failures of mid-19th century buildings have arisen in the area, but also the city has such a
large stock of buildings from all time periods dating back to the late 1600s to study. 3 The
city of Charleston was the first American city to take preservation into high regard and
has continued to do so throughout the years. Thanks to this initiative, there are hundreds
of historic buildings still standing today to be studied, admired, used, and investigated.
While searching for reasons of why mid-nineteenth century masonry buildings
preform worse than other time periods, accounts of building professionals of the
nineteenth century were looked into. According to many Charlestonians, including
former Charleston Museum Curator Dr. Gabriel E. Manigault, northern builders came
down to Charleston for work in 1840s and 1850s. There was probably an abundant
amount of work, caused by a number of events including, earthquakes, hurricanes, and
fires, including the devastating Fire of 1838, to pull laborers down. 4 Knowing when

3

Mid-nineteenth century, in this instance, is referring to the middle twenty years of the century (1840's
and 1850's). Due to the significant event of the Fire of 1838, this study is modeled to examine the years of
1838 through 1860. The study ends at 1860 because at this point, South Carolina was involved in the Civil
War and construction had slowed down.
4
Charleston has had many major destructive fires in its lifetime. One of notable destruction and influence
was the Fire of 1838. This fire was so significantly influential to the city because, in 1838, Charleston was
mostly comprised of wood framed structures. In response to the destruction, the city mandated that all
the building reconstructed in the area be masonry buildings, or more specifically, limiting wood
construction to prevent damage on the same scale from happening again. Obviously, this lead to an
increase in masonry construction in the following years.

4

workers from the North came down is important because different areas in the United
States had different building methods and materials. 5 Builders from one geological area,
New England for example, were accustomed to different soil types, building materials,
and different climates. Common construction methods these builders were comfortable
working with may not have been suitable for the climate, materials, and soils that were
provided in Charleston. 6
Additionally, it is important to be aware of the area’s economical standing at the
time. This may provide insight on the quality of labor and materials that were affordable
and available at the time. Natural disasters are another important aspect to take into
account. Disasters such as earthquakes, hurricanes, and fires call for major rebuild in
cities. What kind of people were moving into and out of the city at the time? Did political
matters influence building quality? Could international affairs have affected building
quality? Did material quality decrease during this time?
The size and shape of the city of Charleston has drastically changed since the 17th
century. This means that different areas in Charleston have different soil types.
Charleston, in its early days was a walled city. The boundaries of the old walled city are
evident today thanks to archeological research. As the city and population grew, the city
was expanded. Not only did the city limits move up the neck of the peninsula, the
peninsula was enlarged by infill projects. Infill projects entail the creation of new, made
land on which to build the expanding city. Made land, or made ground, is defined by the

5
6

David J. McCord, “An Act for Rebuilding the City of Charleston. No. 2744. June 1, 1838", 159.
Capt. Clarence E. Dutton, The Charleston Earthquake of August 31, 1886. (U.S. Ordnance Corps), 211.
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Dictionary of Ecology as “An area of dry land that has been made by people, generally
through the reclamation of marshes, lakes, or shorelines. An artificial fill (landfill) is
used, consisting of natural materials, refuse, etc.” 7 There were multiple land fill projects
in Charleston over the city’s life span. Once new land was created, logically new
construction would follow.

In order to fully understand how these masonry buildings from 1838-1860 were
built, a study of the time period is provided in the following section. Taking a look at the
building methods of the mid-19th century is crucial as well. To understand how a
building would fail, one must first understand how a building was assembled. Trying to
predict the load path in these structures could be vital in understanding how and where
they might fail or show signs of failure. As the city expanded, were the builders forced to
build on unstable soil, in other words, were they building on more unstable soil in the
mid-19th (e.g. reclaimed marsh land)?
In addition to soil type under the buildings from this era, the other prominent
hypothesis presented by Manigault, the museum curator who provided his observations
about the poor performance of mid-nineteenth century buildings following the 1886
earthquake was the low strength of the mortar. This thesis tests the materials most
commonly used at the time with a focus on mortar. The best way to collect this data is
through mortar analysis on mortar from1840’s and 1850’s buildings and compare them to

7

"made ground." A Dictionary of Ecology, Encyclopedia.com. (February 14, 2018).

6

the mortar from buildings that fall outside the time period of focus. Values of mortar
components and their properties give an idea of these buildings’ capacity, particularly
tensile strength, to withstand lateral loads.

Case studies: In order to better understand Charleston’s buildings in this time
period, several nineteenth century masonry structures are used as examples. The
examples used are not only structures built in the focused period from 1838 to 1860, but
those built all throughout the 1800s to offer a comparison with the focus period. The aim
is reveal any major differences between buildings built in the mid-nineteenth century
versus those built before or afterwards. The whole of the case studies will be masonry
buildings. Brick masonry was widely used in the 19th century and serves as a constant
factor among the case studies. Some case studies will also include buildings from the
mid-19th century that have already failed. Knowing what might have caused the failure
of these buildings in the past can tremendously help identify problems in existing
structures.

7

CHAPTER TWO - METHODOLOGY

The main objective of this study is to analyze structural failure patterns based on
building material and building location of mid-nineteenth century masonry buildings on
the Charleston peninsula, determine why these buildings might be in danger, and what
steps need to be taken to mitigate the problem. To determine if bearing soil type and
mortar composition contribute to an explanation for the failure of these structures two
methods were implemented: location analysis of buildings relative to made land and lab
testing of mortar samples.

Map Overlays
In order to determine if the location of buildings built between 1838 and 1860
affects structural stability as a group, a map was created. This map allows the building
locations in relation to the type of soil they were built on to be studied. The study was to
see what percentage were built on made land verses original land.

Using USGS maps obtained from United States Geological Survey, maps
depicting the city’s infill soil and a list of buildings constructed in the mid-nineteenth
century were overlaid using AutoCAD. This overlay illustrates where the buildings in the
period of focus are located and patterns that may be the resultant of growth and major
events in Charleston. To determine whether or not there is a pattern of some kind, the
locations of the case study sites is an important factor.

8

Mortar Analysis
The main goal for mortar analysis in this study is to determine:
1. The content level of sand and binder in the mortar mixtures
2. Aggregate shape and size
3. If any lime is present in the mixture, the source of origin (if oyster
shell is visible)
4. The percentage was studied and measured
There are three preferred practices for analyzing mortar: acid-digestion,
instrumental techniques, and imaging methods. Acid-digestion was used for this study. A
more complete methodology of the mortar analysis preformed for this study is located in
Chapter Seven – Mortar.

9

CHAPTER THREE - HISTORIC CONSTRUCTION METHODS

To truly understand how a building behaves, one must understand how it was
constructed. To be able to predict where a historic building might fail, the knowledge of
how the parts were pieced together is very important. Buildings built today are not
constructed the way they were over a hundred years ago. New technologies, standards,
and safety codes have affected the process drastically.

Traditional construction is the combination of the methods and materials used to
construct a building in a past era before a rapid increase in the rate of structural
technologies and advancements were brought about in the mid to late nineteenth century.
These methods and materials were not made completely archaic or obsolete at the turn of
the century. Some methods and materials continued to be used through the 20th century.

Masonry is one of the oldest and most common building materials. From the first
settlers of the United States to present day, masonry has been a major construction
material with the main change in masonry construction being reinforcement. Most
masonry buildings did not have formally written and certified designs to follow during
construction. The mason built from experience and what had been passed down from the
previous generation. Their methods usually held up, but things change when more than
vertical loads are applied to unreinforced masonry consistently. Seismic and wind loads

10

put unreinforced, under designed, and weaker materials masonry walls in danger. 8 While
these natural loading events have always been a danger, it is possible the next one will
inflict serious damage to the building. Each time a building is subjected to extreme lateral
loading and not attended to, it become weaker and weaker until it can no long support
itself. This is the case with any building including ones with strong and weak building
materials, construction, and foundations. If a building were to have a weak structural
composition, then it would be in more danger than a building with a strong composition.
The Encyclopedia of Architecture, written by Joseph Gwilt in 1854, is a peak into
how buildings were constructed in the mid-ninetieth century. The first part of the
encyclopedia is on the vast history of architecture and the second on construction
methods. Within the constructions methods, is a section on the construction of walls.
Gwilt speaks on independent walls:
“The thickness which is to be assigned to walls and points of support, that their stability
may be insured, depends on the weight they have to sustain, and on their formation with
proper materials; still more on the proportion which their bases bear to their heights.”
Gwilt then describes height and thickness ratios in better detail:
“In the construction of edifices there are three degrees of stability assignable to
walls. I. One of undoubted stability; II. A mean between the last: and the III. The
least thickness which they ought to possess.
The first case is that in which from many examples we find the thickness equal to
one eighth part of the height: a mean stability is obtained when the thickness is
one tenth part of the height; and the minimum of stability when on twelfth its
height. We are, however, to recollect that in most buildings one wall becomes

8

Robert A. Young, Historic Preservation Technology. (New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, 2008), 79-110.
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connected with another, so that stability may be obtained by considering them
otherwise than as independent walls.” 9
Here, Gwilt is trying to convey that the strength of a masonry wall is dependent
upon its thickness-to-height ratio. The higher a wall is, the thicker is must be to support
itself. Gwilt provides a minimum, average and ideal standard for the parameters of a
masonry wall. The thickness-to-height ratios he provides are 1:8, 1:10, 1:12. For
example, if a masonry wall was to be twelve feet tall, then, according to Gwilt, it must be
at least one foot or three wythes thick in order for it to be stable. In the quote above he is
speaking of independent wall like a garden wall. Walls of a building would have separate
stands since they have the extra support of the adjacent walls that each is tied into. The
main point here is to understand the simple fact that walls are stronger the thicker they
are.
Masonry
Bricks became a desirable building material in England in the 16th century. Brick
was manufactured locally because the raw materials required have always been plentiful
and the finished material was heavy and bulky to transport. Most cities had their own
brick plant. The majority of the brickwork in America prior to the 19th century was
modeled after European methods. 10
The historic masonry being referred to in this study is comprised of brick and

9

Joseph Gwilt, An Encyclopædia of Architecture: Historical, Theoretical, and Practical, (Longman,
Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1842), 938-957.
10
Harley J. McKee, Introduction to Early American Masonry: Stone, Brick, and Plaster, (Association of
Preservation Technology International, 2017), 41-52.
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mortar. Mortar is a very important part of a masonry structure. It keeps the walls as
watertight as possible and allows for flexibility in the masonry when the building is
subjected to movement. Mortar also creates adhesion between unit material. Masons and
other laborers mixed lime and sand with water to create the mortar used in masonry
buildings through the 19th century. Lime was obtained from limestone, marble, and
shells. Pure limestone is calcium carbonate, but not all limestone was guaranteed to be
pure.
There are different mortar joints on the face of brick walls that aids in aesthetics
and weather resistance. The typical mortar joints are flush, struck, raised, and tooled. The
most common method for repairs on masonry buildings in repointing. Repointing is the
replacing of the outer most layer, in front of the bedding mortar, of the mortar joints 11
Typical load bearing masonry in the nineteenth century construction consisted of
a system of masonry walls supporting the loads of the wall itself and its floors and roof.
Masonry performs extremely well in compression. The lowest level of the building would
be supporting the entire thing, so naturally, this was where the wall was built the thickest.
Usually the wall was thickest at the bottom and became thinner, or fewer wythes, as the
building got taller.
There has always been the desire to build faster and cheaper in the world of
construction. This can be directly correlated to the rapid growth of cities. Brick is a

11

McKee, 60-71.
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relatively easy material to work with and can be made in large quantities so it is logical
that it was used widely in America. Brick is made by firing it in a kiln and the specific
materials used to make it depend entirely on local materials. The main ingredients are
clay and sand. It is the type of clays and sands in different locations that result in different
brick compositions. Varying temperatures during the firing process will cause different
strengths and colors to the bricks. Higher temperature creates darker, more brittle bricks
like clinkers while lower temperature create softer lighter colored brick like salmon
bricks. The softer bricks, often called “common brick” were usually placed on the interior
of the walls.
Bricks were made by hand until the invention of a brick making machine in 1792.
This new introduction led to the use of dry-pressed brick in the 19th century. Dry-pressed
bricks allowed for a more uniform composition in the brick creating stronger bricks and a
much faster process. It wasn’t until the latter half of the 19th century that machine made
bricks took up the majority of the industry.
Fired brick construction is very similar to stone construction. In the transition
between the use of stone and brick, two layers of bricks would be constructed with a gap
in between, then filled with a rubble mixture. Later the process of interlaying the bricks
to tie the wythes together to form one structural unit became widely used. These bond
patterns are an extremely important element to the structural system because the pattern
protects the load bearing wall against shear forces and was the main method of brick
construction in the 19th century. Bond patterns varied depending on local traditions.

14

Examples of bonds used in the construction of brick walls are English bond, Flemish
bond, American common bond, and American running bond.
Bricks were laid in a way to bond the wall together as a whole. English bond was
used widely in early America through the nineteenth century. This bond alternated header
and stretcher bricks every course with one row of header bricks followed by one row of
stretcher bricks continuing. The alternating courses allowed every other row to tie into
the next wythe of bricks. Flemish bond was a very popular bond used in the seventeenth
century through the nineteenth century. Flemish bond alternate header and stretcher
bricks on each course of bricks which allows every other brick to tie into the next wythe.
Common American bond, which had a course of headers every five courses with stretcher
courses in between, was widely used in the 19th century. The all-stretcher bond was also
popular in the mid-19th century. This bond was very tedious and time consuming to
build, yet it was not very strong. The outermost bricks were bonded to the inner bricks by
cutting the inside corners of the bricks and laying them diagonally. 12 See Figures 4 and 5
for illustrations of American Common bond, Flemish bond, and English bond.

12

McKee, Pg. 41-52.
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Figure 3: American Common bond (left), Flemish bond (right), created by author

Figure 4: English bond, created by author
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It is crucial to be sensitive to historic masonry and, more specifically, mortar.
Mortar is one of the most important factors when restoring a masonry building. New
mortar should match the hardness of the original mortar or at least weaker than the
existing brick to ensure it does not damage the existing bricks. The mortar should be the
sacrificial material because it is more easily replaced and matched than bricks. 13 Mortar
is important because it provides much of the tensile strength of a historical masonry wall
which was generally built unreinforced. Tensile strength of such a wall is important in the
situation of high lateral load, such as earthquakes and other natural disasters.
Brick masonry is a porous material and is susceptible to moisture absorption. This
leads to moisture infiltration from rain and from rising damp. The majority of 19th
century masonry buildings are also unreinforced and this leads to many issues. These
unreinforced masonry buildings were not designed for the seismic and wind loads
engineers are now aware of. If there are changes in the building’s equilibrium, signs of
damage will occur. It may start with cracking and then lead to bulging and then
eventually collapse. Something like an earthquake could cause rapid effects to a building
while differential settlement slowly causes stress, strain, and decay.
Soil instability is a major concern for masonry buildings. Soil must have enough
bearing capacity to support the load above. If the soil cannot effectively bear the load of a
structure, movement or differential settlement will occur. Differential settlement is the
result of a buildings supported by different soils with different load bearing capacities.

13

Fischetti, 7.

17

Unstable soil could be the result of natural circumstance or the result of poorly
compacted filled or made land. High moisture contents can cause issues in the soil as
well. 14

14

Robert A. Young, Historic Preservation Technology. (New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, 2008), 79-110.
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CHAPTER FOUR - EARTHQUAKE OF 1886: EFFECTS AND DISCOVERIES
On August 31st, 1886, Charleston, South Carolina experienced its worst
earthquake to date. The earthquake caused damage to the city on a large scale and
resulted in many investigations of buildings and lead to accounts by locals. Captain
Clarence E. Dutton collected multiple accounts and opinions of effluent and educated
locals who experienced, investigated, and observed the effects of the earthquake. The
observations lead to multiple hypothesis of why mid-nineteenth century buildings
preformed worse in the earth quake then other buildings but this study focuses on two.
These accounts provided this study proof that professionals in the past considered midnineteenth century masonry buildings weaker than others and prompted further
investigation into the mortar. These accounts also provided incentive to further research
the effects seismic loads have on an unreinforced masonry building (URM).

Architect W. E. Speir was commissioned by the city to evaluate the damage of the
earthquake in 1886 and come up with some reasons for why so much disaster occurred in
hopes to prevent further destruction in the future. Engineers at the time had a theory that
the level of damage was so severe due to inadequate construction methods and weak
materials utilized in the buildings he was inspecting.

“In the course our examinations we have found very few of those buildings
injured which were well built and in the construction of which the proper
materials were used. In most of the injured buildings the mortar seems to have
been made with fine sand mixture, in some instances, with red clay. This becomes
dry and crumbling in the course of time, and makes a very insecure building. In
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all cases I advise the people to use gravel in their mortar, and to have it clean,
sharp and angular. No sand should be used at all.” 15
Speir also made a suggestion to use angular aggregate in mortar mixtures instead
of sand. He claims that there is far too much sand in the mortar of buildings that failed
during the earthquake and that the mortar mixture could be the main contributor. Sand
mixtures will produce an underperforming mortar while a sharper binder will create a
stronger mixture. Below is an image of angular to well-rounded shapes. The angular
shape on the left is the aggregate Speir suggested be used in mortar mixture. Below is an
illustration of what sharp angular aggregate looks like, in comparison to a rounded
aggregate. In addition, the 1886 newspaper article with Speir’s quote is attached on the
following page.

Figure 5: Image of aggregate shapes 16

15
16

Capt. Clarence E. Dutton, The Charleston Earthquake of August 31, 1886. (U.S. Ordnance Corps), 211.
Soil Classification Chart, (Solum Testing LTD, 2005-2008), www.geotechpro.com.
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Figure 6: Excerpt from Charleston’s News and Courier in 1886 17

There was also an observation made that builders were using very little lime or
cement, if any at all in the construction of these damaged buildings. The builders used
less lime or cement to drastically decrease the cost of their project. Supposedly, this was
a common economical practice for builders at the time.

Dutton provides his opinions on the 1886 earthquake:
“I have no hesitation in declaring my opinion that the result from the Charleston
earthquake far outweighs them all, and that all preceding determinations of this quantity
are wholly invalid and wide of the mark.” 18

17
18

News & Courier. Charleston, SC, September 12, 1886.
Dutton, 211.
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“...It became obvious that the exceptional manifestations were due to exceptional
conditions...” 19

Dutton has compiled many descriptions and accounts of the earthquake on August
31, 1886. Among these was the account of Dr. Gabriel E. Manigault, the Charleston
museum curator at the time. 20

Manigault also explains that earlier buildings, late eighteenth century and early
nineteenth century, were built with thick walls and strong Flemish and English bonds.
Though not one of the primary hypotheses formed by Manigault of why mid-nineteenth
century masonry buildings fail, a brief analysis of the potential impacts of bond type on
structural performance can be found in Chapter Eight – Other Factors for Consideration.
The durability of the bond was also dependent on the mortar quality.
Historically, earlier mortar mixtures were made with lime from oyster shells. This
method was used widely until a faster and cheaper option was adopted. Though the
mortar analysis in this study was not designed to definitively know if binder was made
from oyster shell or limestone, these statements provide basic understanding that a shift
from oyster-based lime to limestone-based lime at the time was very likely and may
impact mortar strength. The northern masons Manigault references, are thought to have
cheaper stone limes for mortar mixtures. The burning of shells for lime did not phase out
until 1838 when massive reconstruction was necessary in Charleston after the destructive
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Dutton, 320.
Dutton, 224.
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fire. The cheaper and more efficient stone lime was used for mortar mixtures causing a
shift in mortar quality which corresponds to the start of the period of focus for this study.

“The change by which stone lime was substituted for shell lime, and a different
bond adopted in the brick work was brought about by a public disaster as follows:
In the year 1838 there was a conflagration in Charleston, which destroyed a large
portion of the most populous part of the city. The number of wooden houses
included in the conflagration was so great, that a law was soon after passed
prohibiting the erection of wooden buildings within the fire limits, and as there
was in consequence great activity in rebuilding of brick, there came from the
Northern cities large numbers of bricklayers and builders in search of work and
contracts. It was these who brought with them new notions as to best bond in
masonry, and as to the most available lime to be obtained immediately and in
large quantities.”
Dr. Manigault is speaking of a switch to the cheaper limestone-base lime which is
associated with the extensive destruction of mid-nineteenth century masonry buildings in
the 1886 earthquake. Manigault then mentions the introduction of a new bond type to
Charleston, the American common bond, or five and one bond.
“The new bond, that had already prevailed for some years in the North, consisted of five
courses of bricklaying lengthwise, and known as stretchers, with one course laid
crosswise, known as headers; this process being repeated until the summit of the wall was
reached. It is a very strong bond, and is the one was almost universally used. Experts at
the time of Dutton’s compilation consider that a wall built with this new bond is less
liable to crack than one built with Flemish bond, but that it is next to impossible to split a
wall built with the Flemish bond.” Flemish bond is certainly a stronger bond than
American common bond, however, since Flemish bond is so rigid, there is a lack of
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flexibility. American bond, having five stretch courses before a tie back, is more flexible
than Flemish bond allowing the walls to perform better under seismic forces. 21
While the American bond was more efficient and flexible than past bonds,
Manigault points out that there is more room for sloppy work. The Flemish and English
bond required each row to be finished before the next could be laid. This was not the case
for American common bond. So if common bond masonry work was unsupervised or was
not executed properly, it is detrimental to the durability of the structure. Such low quality
construction is easier to achieve with American Common bond than other more elaborate
bonds.

The Charleston earthquake of 1886 seemed to be an influential eye opener for the
city and its building community. The consequences of the poor building and material
qualities of the mid- nineteenth century led to an understanding that changes were
necessary to improve the quality. 22

The observations made from the earthquake of 1886 lead the interest of this study
to investigate the claims that were made about construction materials. More specifically,
the claims lead this thesis to the study of the mortar of 1838-1860 buildings to determine
if the observations made about weaker mortar due to a switch from oyster shell to

21
22

Dutton, 229.
Dutton, 229-230.
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limestone for binder were valid. In addition, fact that another earthquake could be a
serious threat to unreinforced masonry buildings with a weak mortar was considered.
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CHAPTER FIVE - SEISMIC & WIND LOAD EFFECTS ON HISTORIC
STRUCTURES

When it comes to extreme loading situations, unreinforced masonry (URM)
buildings do not fare well. Structures built in the mid-nineteenth century are mostly
unreinforced masonry and were designed to withstand vertical loads, such as gravity,
self-weight, and occupancy use. However, a structure must be able to withstand more
than vertical forces. Buildings today are designed with both vertical and horizontal forces
in mind. The most common horizontal forces a structure resists are wind and seismic
loads. When severe wind and seismic loads are introduced to an unreinforced masonry
wall, serious damage can be expected. Earthquakes are a larger threat to historic
structures because they are much harder to predict and introduce more dynamic and
greater stresses.
Charleston, South Carolina is located in an area of the United States that is
vulnerable to earthquakes and hurricanes. While wind loads, such as those associated
with hurricanes, pose a threat to all buildings in Charleston, the focus in this research is
on earthquake loads. The reason for this is because not only are earthquake events harder
to predict, they pose a dual threat of lateral forces to wall and ground movement.
Predictability is a factor primarily because action cannot be taken prior to the event to
protect the building. Cities can implement disaster preparedness plans for things like
forecasted storms, but this is not an option for earthquakes. Since a building cannot be
protected from an earthquake immediately before an event, it is important to do
everything possible to reinforce the structure so it can be prepared for a future event.
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Charleston is not intuitively thought of as a city with a high risk for earthquakes,
but in reality it is located in an area with considerable seismic activity. The following
map created by the U.S. Geological Survey on national seismic hazard areas illustrating
how often scientists expect damaging earthquake activity around the country. The map
indicates that Charleston lies in an area where up to 100 earthquakes occur in a 10,000year period, meaning that the city experiences a damaging earthquake once every 100
years, on average.

Figure 7: Diagram mapping the concentration of expected damaging earthquakes 23

23

Frequency of Damaging Earthquake Shaking Around the U.S. (United States Geological Survey),
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/hazards/learn/.
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The following map, also created by USGS, provides another visual of the area in
South Carolina historically effected by damaging earthquakes. It is very clear that the city
of Charleston is within the range of an area with a historys of fault line activity.

Figure 8: USGS quaternary fault layer map 24

The FEMA 306 Basic Procedural Manual (Federal Emergency Management
Association) goes into detail on the effects an earthquake has on an unreinforced masonry
structure. The FEMA section on unreinforced masonry mostly focuses on clay bricks
with a five-and-one American common bond. The section of the manual discuses:
•
•
•

Common materials
Structural systems
Behaviors

24
U.S. Quaternary Faults and Folds Database, (USGS Geologic Hazards Science Center Golden, CO),
http://usgs.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=db287853794f4555b8e93e42290e9716.
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•
•
•
•

Characteristics of earthquake damage
Likelihood of damage occurrence
Identifies testing needed to provide necessary material properties
And more

According to FEMA’s manual, "Masonry with less than 25 percent of the minimum
reinforcement required by FEMA 273 (ATC, 1997a) 25 should be considered
unreinforced." Under this categorization, a large portion of historic buildings fall under
the URM buildings category. FEMA’s predictions of risks associated with URM
buildings are highly relevant to Charleston.

FEMA iterates that the material properties in regards to the strength of an
unreinforced masonry structure directly affect the behavior of a structure’s ability to
resist lateral loads. Material properties include compressive and shear strengths of the
constituent materials, namely brick and mortar, as well has Young’s modulus and
modulus of elasticity of these materials. Crucial components of unreinforced masonry
walls are brick and mortar and how strong they are. If either of these two components
have a low capacity, then damage in an earthquake is inevitable. In addition to the
strength of constituent material assembly, brick and mortar also influence the structure’s
behavior in an extreme loading situations.

Applied Technology Foundation, NEHRP Guidelines for The Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings
(FEMA Publication 273), (Washington, D.C. 1997), 174.

25
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FEMA explains the most common behavior of damage in an unreinforced
masonry wall components. Basically, FEMA confirms that the strength of an URM
building is dependent on the strength of the brick and mortar that make up the structure.
The wall components most focused on are a solid wall, weak piers, and weak spandrels.
The following table shows the behavior modes 26 that could possibly occur during a
seismic loading event of these wall types:

26
Joe Maffei et al., “Evaluation of Earthquake‐Damaged Concrete and Masonry Wall Buildings,”
Earthquake Spectra 16, no. 1 (February 2000): 263–83, https://doi.org/10.1193/1.1586111.
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Table 1: Behavioral mode table, created by FEMA 27
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Assembly of the masonry wall of a building is another factor to consider when
analyzing the performance of a structure in an earthquake. Studying the bond patterns of
a building is important to understand where the wall might fail and how flexible or rigid
it might be.

In a masonry buildings of multiple stories, the spandrel is the vertical area
between windows. In other words, the area between the sill of a window and the head of
the window below it is the spandrel. A pier is the horizontal space between windows
spanning from the ground to the top of the building. The following diagram is a simple
diagram illustrating the location of these terms as well as a table defining the behavior
modes mentioned in FEMA’s Behavior Modes for URM Walls table:

27

Maffei et al., 146
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Figure 9: Diagram of a typical URM building, created by the author
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Behavior Mode
Foundation Rocking

Definition
Rocking of a wall as well as the foundations

Wall-Pier Rocking

The pier of the wall begins to act like a rigid body after cracking
develops

Bed Joint Sliding

Sliding at the bed joints (bed joints = horizontal layer of mortar where
masonry units are laid)

Bed Joint Sliding at Wall
Base

Sliding at the bed joint where the URM wall meets the foundations

Spandrel Joint Sliding

Form of bed joint sliding occurring around the spandrels

Rocking/Toe Crushing

Occurs when the building is subjected to continuous rocking causing a
decrease in capacity

Flexural Cracking/Toe
Crushing/Bed Joint Sliding

Occurrence of flexural cracking a shear distribution increasing seismic
forces and compression failure

Flexure Cracking/ Diagonal
Tension

Occurrence of flexural cracking a shear distribution increasing seismic
forces and diagonal tension or torsion

Flexural Cracking/Toe
Crushing

Occurrence of flexural cracking a shear distribution increasing seismic
forces and compression failure in short, thick walls

Spandrel Unit Cracking

Cracking at spandrels due to unrelieved moment forces causing
vertical cracking

Corner Damage

Seen where the roof meets the walls, damage due to the multidirectional forces caused by an earthquake

Preemptive Diagonal
Tension

Diagonal cracking usually caused by seismic forces and mortar
stronger then the masonry units (i.e. bricks)

Preemptive Toe Crushing

Crushing from compressive forces without significant ductile response

Out-of-Plane Flexural
Response

Rigid body rocking out of plan due to not having the wall tied back,
therefore why it is common in URM buildings

Table 2: Behavior mode description table, created by author
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Figure 10: Diagram of typical behavioral cracks, created by author

To address the types of vulnerabilities that FEMA outlines, URM buildings can
and should be upfit or retrofitted for seismic performance. New construction is governed
by codes that incorporate structural designs to minimize a structure’s vulnerability to
seismic stresses. Such codes and best practices for construction have not always been
standardized. There are many different options for applying modern day seismic
reinforcement standards to historic buildings. It is important for both owner and engineer
to weigh as many options as possible in order to choose the best course of action.
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CHAPTER SIX - STUDY OF LOCATION RELATIVE TO SOIL TYPE

Discussion
As mentioned previously, the size and shape of the city of Charleston has
drastically changed since the 17th century. When the city needed more space, the
peninsula was enlarged by infill projects. Infill projects entail the creation of new, made
land on which to build upon, allowing the city to spread into marsh and river land. This
land is often referred to as “reclaimed land”. The question that this portion of the study is
answering with a visual analysis is: are there a large portion of mid-nineteenth century
buildings built on the made land.

There were multiple land fill projects in Charleston over the city’s life span. Once
new land was created, logically new construction would follow. This could mean that
there was an extensive amount of construction during the focus period. If a large quantity
on buildings were built on newly filled land, there is a possibility that a majority of them
are supported by inferior soil. Buildings can suffer tremendously when supported on
loose soil without proper foundations. There could also be a strong correlation between
the made land locations and the location of failing structures constructed during the
period of focus. There could be major geotechnical issues at play that could be a
contributor to these building’s problems. This study analyzes if the made land is a major
contributor to the issues of Charleston’s mid-nineteenth century masonry buildings.
Of course, any building built in any time period would experience structural
issues if it were built on an insufficient foundation, therein implying that all nineteenth
36

century masonry buildings would not be structurally sound if they were built on loose
soil. The intention here is to see if 1838-1860 buildings have a disproportionally higher
number of buildings built on made land. This would mean that the location of 1838-1860
buildings relative to original and made land is a main contributing factor for their
structural problems.

Map overlays were drawn in order to create a visual representation of the city’s
land type. The figures clearly show the location and distribution on the peninsula of
buildings built between 1838 and 1860. Both masonry and wood framed building were
included in the maps. Wood framed buildings were included on the map because it is
very probable that the wood framed buildings were built with a brick masonry
foundation, this being relevant to the study of masonry construction.
A map created by the United States Geological Survey from GIS of Charleston,
SC was used to create the overlays. 28 The overlay of the original shape of Charleston as
it was in 1670 was acquired from the 1949 Alfred O. Halsey “Halsey Map”. 29

28

Weems, Robert E. Lewis, William C. Lemon, Earl M. Surficial Geologic Map of the Charleston Region,
Berkley, Charleston, Colleton, Dorchester, and Georgetown Counties, South Carolina., (Charleston:
USGS. 2014).

29

Alfred O. Halsey “Halsey Map”, Charleston, South Carolina, 1949.
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The addresses used to create this map, located in the Appendix, were extracted
from The Buildings of Charleston by Jonathan Poston for the Historic Charleston
Foundation. There could be buildings that were constructed between the years of 1838
and 1860 in Charleston that are not included on the list included in the appendix and in
the following maps in Figures 11 through 14.
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Map One Keys

Table 3: Main Map 1 Key, created by author

Table 4: Locator Map Key, created by author
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Main map
Locator Map
Figure 11: Map One, created by author
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Map Two Keys

Table 5: Main Map 2 Key, created by author

Table 6: Locator Map Key, created by author
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Main map
Locator Map
Figure 12: Map Two, created by author
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Map Three Keys

Table 7: Main Map 3 Key, created by author

Table 8: Locator Map Key, created by author
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Main map
Locator Map
Figure 13: Map Three, created by author
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Map Four Keys

Table 9: Main Map 4 Key, created by author

Table 10: Locator Map Key, created by author
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Main map
Locator Map
Figure 14: Map Four, created by author
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Findings

When looking at the maps, the 267 buildings documented that were built during
the study period are evident. The buildings have been marked on the Map Three in Figure
13. A large majority of these buildings were built within the boundaries of the original
shape of Charleston, therefore it can be said that these 1840s and 1850s buildings were
built on relatively good soil. Out of the 267 buildings mapped, approximately 82% of the
buildings are located on original soil. Since less than 20% of the focus period buildings
were built on made land, the hypothesis that these buildings are having problems due to
their location relative to made land versus original land was disproven.

Description of Area

Percentage of 1838-1860
Buildings Located in an Area

Original Land

82%

Made Land

18%

Table 11: Percentages of buildings relative to location in city, created by author

In conclusion, the original theory of made land causing structural issues to midnineteenth century buildings due to poor soil conditions was disproven. This discovery
put a much larger focus on material strengths, or more specifically, the mortar testing.
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CHAPTER SEVEN - MORTAR
Mortar Quality Over Time
Research on professional mortar studies and reports was performed in this study
in order to further support the testing done for this thesis. Evidence from various
reputable sources suggested that mortar quality in the 1840s and 1850s is particularly
poor. The resources investigated were not specifically studying the mortar quality in this
time period to prove it inferior, but were valuable to this thesis because they each made
note in their study that the quality of the 1840s and 1850s mortar was of lesser quality.
The sources used here were a study on three College of Charleston buildings and a report
on a 1840s building made by a local conservation firm.

College of Charleston Structures – Randolph Hall + Towell Library + Porter’s Lodge
Dorothy K. Krotzer and John J. Walsh published an article, “Analyzing Mortars
and Stuccos at the College of Charleston: A Comprehensive Approach”, that describes, in
length, the methodologies used in mortar analysis. The main goal was to find the best
approach when preforming a mortar analysis. While trying to determine an efficient
approach, Krotzer and Walsh were able to better comprehend the history of building
materials used on three significant Charleston buildings located on College of
Charleston’s. campus. The three buildings of focus were, Randolph Hall, Towell Library,
and Porter’s Lodge. Randolph Hall is the earliest of these building, built in the 1820s.
Towell Library and Porter’s Lodge were built in the 1850s, which falls within the period
of focus for this thesis.
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To get the most actuate results as possible in Krotzer and Walsh’s study, samples
were taken from select locations. The method used for the bedding mortars in Krotzer
and Walsh’s study was standard acid digestion, similar to the method used for this thesis
study’s mortar analysis. In addition, Krotzer and Walsh’s study used photographic
imaging methods, which was not used in this thesis. The component percentages could be
determined by weighing the sand and fines and calculating the amount of binder.

The results of Krotzer and Walsh’s samples give information not only on the
efficiency of the acid digestion technique but can also reveal a comparison between
earlier (1820s) mortar the study period (1838-1860) mortar. The sample taken from the
1820s building, Randolph Hall, contained traces of lime produced from oyster shells.
This mortar contained fine shell that were heated, or calcined, during the lime production.
It was evident that the lime binder was made by the calcination of shells based on the
visible shell in the mortar. On the other hand, the mortar taken from the 1850s buildings,
Towell Library and Porter’s Lodge, had a lime produced by the burning of a rock instead
of shells. This finding further supports Dr. Manigault’s observation of mortars made from
limestone instead of shells were inferior. It is well known presently and in the nineteenth
century that mortar binder comprised of lime produced from oyster shells is superior to
mortar with a binder comprised of lime produced from limestone. 30 An architect

30
Dorothy S. Krotzer, John J. Walsh, "Analyzing Mortars and Stuccos at the College of Charleston: A
Comprehensive Approach" APT Bulletin 40, (no. 1, 2009), 46.
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involved with rebuilding Randolph Hall after the Earthquake of 1886 makes this
statement in Manigault’s account:

“This lime was invariably made from oyster shells, which were gathered at the
mouths of the various rivers and inlets. The industry of burning lime from shells
was an important one, and continued so until the cheaper stone limes from the
Northern States were introduced, and the home-made article gradually was driven
out of the market. This did not occur, however, until about the year 1838.,.” 31
“Laboratory analysis of the mortars of the Cistern-area buildings supports
Manigault's statement. The evidence indicates that the lime shifted from locally
available oyster-shell lime to "imported" rock-based lime sometime between 1828
and 1851. This change may have been the result of a shift in commercial
availability, cost, or a preference for lime produced from stone instead of
shells.” 32
Note: The stucco revealed similar findings, but the focus of this thesis study is on the
bedding mortar.

Meadors - 30 State Street
To further prove that the mortar produced and used during the 1840s and 1850s
was of insufficient quality, a report created by a local construction and restoration firm,
Meadors Inc., provides a contributing account and was analyzed. The report was on the
study and mortar analysis of 30 State Street, which is believed to have been constructed
in the 1840s. The mortar analysis report covered multiple samples taken from various
parts of the building. Below is an excerpt of Meadors findings:

“…consistent with mid-19th century mortar mixes found in Charleston, SC. As
indicated by the sieve analysis, the quartz aggregate ranged in diameter from
31
32

Dutton, 228-229.
Krotzer, Dorothy S. Walsh, John J. 46.
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0.595 mm to 0.149 mm. Approximately 68% of the individual sand grains are of
the same size with diameter of 0.149 mm. This gradation is typically not
recommended for modern mortars according to ASTM C144. Additionally, no
evidence of an oyster shell based binder was found within the sample, indicating
that the mortar was created during the time when cheaper northern limestone
based lime was imported for use in Charleston mortars. Current historic research
indicates this switch in material technology occurred during the 1830s.” 33
The above quote from the Meadors Inc. report emphasizes that the 1840’s and
1850’s mortar was of lesser quality.

Limestone Advertisements
One of the main ingredients in nineteenth century mortar is lime. The lime acts as
a binder for the mortar. There are two fundamental types of limes, pure lime and
hydraulic lime. Pure lime is also commonly referred to as high calcium lime or nonhydraulic lime. To create lime calcium carbonate materials such as limestone, marble,
chalk, or shell must be collected. To create lime from any of these materials, they must
first be crushed and burned by heating them to a very high temperature to release as much
carbon dioxide as possible. Once the carbon dioxide has been released from the calcium
carbonate, calcium oxide, or quicklime, has been created. To create lime for a mortar
binder, water is then added to the quicklime. This process is commonly referred to as
‘slaking’. The end result yields slaked, or hydrated lime. The following image, in Figure
15, illustrates the process previously described. The calcium hydroxide, however, is not
the end of the cycle. Over time, carbon dioxide is reintroduced to the hydrated lime while

33

30 State Street Charleston SC: Mortar Analysis Report, (Charleston: Meadors Inc. 2017), 1-42.
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water slowly evaporates out, thereby reverting the substance back to its original
compound of calcium carbonate, completing the cycle.

Figure 15: Diagram of the lime cycle created by The Building Limes Forum 34

Along with a high sand content, another theory of why the mortar mixed in
between the years of 1838 and 1860 is of lesser quality is the switch from shell lime to
stone lime. Oyster shell was used for many decades in mortar mixtures in the Charleston
area. Oyster shells have a consistent lime content allowing for a better binder in a mortar
mixture. Limestone provides a less consistent lime content causing an unpredictable
binder quantity. Advertisements were selected that date to the time period of focus that
are advertising stone lime for the use of mortar. These advertisements were found in
publications from the mid-nineteenth century. Many of these advertisements were from

34

“About Lime”, The Building Limes Forum.
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companies that were located in the North selling to cities like Charleston. There are also
advertisements for Rosendale cement included. Rosendale cement is a natural cement
produced with limestone. Below, in Figures 16 through 18, are some examples of these
advertisements.

Figure 16: Lime stone advertisement from 1839 35

Figure 17: Roman cement advertisement from 1844 36

35
36

The Southern Patriot. Charleston, (South Carolina May 2nd,1839), 3.
The Southern Patriot. Charleston, (South Carolina August 2nd, 1844), 3
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Figure 18: Roman cement advertisement from 1845 37

The advertisements shown in Figures 15 through 17 are important to this study
because they point to the fact that there was indeed a switch from oyster shell to
limestone. If people were advertising to sell this product to Charleston, then that means
that Charleston builders were buying it at the time. With the change in building material,
the change in building quality becomes more clear. More support for material quality is
provided in the mortar analysis chapter, taking a closer look at the true composition of the
mortar mixtures of the period of focus.

37

The Southern Patriot. Charleston, (South Carolina April 22nd, 1845), 3.
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Mortar Analysis Findings
Discussion
One of Manigault’s biggest claims from his observations of buildings performing
poorly in the 1886 earthquake was the problem of mid-nineteenth century mortar being
weak and manifesting great damage to the building from lateral loads. It was determined
that the strength and quality of the mortar made throughout the entire century is likely
inconsistent. In an URM wall, bricks act as individual units leaving the mortar as the only
material contributing to the tensile strength of the wall. Due to this consensus, it was
decided to focus on mortar for the material analysis portion of this study.

Mortar samples were collected from six case study buildings. These case studies
were chosen based on location in the city38, time period of construction, and accessibility
to the building for sampling. The mortar analysis was similar to the ASTM C1324-15
(the standard test method for examination and analysis of hardened masonry mortar). The
main focus of the study was to analyze the original bedding mortar of the masonry walls.
Some case studies had opportunities for comparisons. In these cases, two separate
samples were taken from these buildings to compare the mortar composition. For
example, original bedding mortar of a wall versus the original bedding mortar of a cistern
or original bedding mortar of a wall versus bedding mortar applied during earthquake
repair post 1886.

38

Example: A case study was chosen because it is located in the damage area of the Fire of 1838 and was
built after the fire.
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Acid digestion and gravimetric analysis techniques were used to analyze the
mortar by removing the binder and analyzing the aggregate of the samples. General
binder-aggregate ratios were determined and a broad view of what proportion of
materials that were used in creation of the mortars was obtained.

The samples were first characterized through microscopic examination of the bulk
sample with a standard microscope. Photographs throughout the entire process at each
step were taken in order to keep a clear record of the experiment. These photographs can
be found in the appendix. The samples were then broken down by hand with a ceramic
mortar and pestle and dried in a drying oven for 24 hours.

The crushed samples were placed in a 600 mL beaker and submerged in a solution
of muriatic acid in order to separate the components. These components included the acid
soluble portion (binder), aggregate (sands, crushed stone, shell, etc.), and fines (clay,
pigments, etc.). The beaker was placed on a stirring plate and mixed with a magnetic
stirrer for twenty-four hours in order to thoroughly dissolve the acid-soluble components
of the binder.

The beakers with the remaining sample were removed and set to filter using filter
paper and a glass Erlenmeyer flask. The larger aggregate was separated from the fines by
stirring and suspending the fines in the liquid as it was poured through the filter paper.
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After the filtration, the larger aggregate and the fines on the filter paper were then dried
for twenty-four hours in a drying oven, and weighed. The weight ratios of the binder,
aggregate, and fines could then be determined. In order to determine the particle size
distribution, the aggregate was sieved through standard a ASTM sieve set for further
characterization.

Eleven samples were taken from six case study buildings built in the period of
focus (1838-1860), or containing a portion built in the period of focus, and all located in
Charleston. In addition, all the samples were bedding mortar to ensure the mortar
collected was made during the time being studied as opposed to a later repointing
campaign. When more than one sample was taken from the same building, the two
samples were from different building campaigns of the structure to compare them, or the
samples were from the same buildings campaign but taken from distinctly different
locations to ensure more actuate results. Two samples were taken from 5 East Battery,
one from the original 1840s portion of the house and the other from an addition added
after the 1886 earthquake. This allowed a comparison between mortars of two separate
building eras, thereby proving if the earlier mortar was inferior. Two samples were taken
from the crawl space of 94 Rutledge Street. These samples were taken from the 1840s
house. One sample was taken from an average wall and the other from a wall surrounding
the cistern. The reasoning here was to determine if the builders laid a separate mortar
knowing one wall would be subjected to much more water (The cistern wall). Two
samples were taken from two locations at Grace Church Cathedral on Wentworth Street.
One sample was taken from the attic above the west facing side aisle and the other was
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taken from tower accessible through the main, central attic. Both of the Grace samples
are original bedding mortar. The next sample was taken from 4 Gadsden Street. Since the
house had been demolished prior to the start of this study, mortar was scraped off of an
original brick found on site. The mortar collected was original bedding mortar and was
collected to study a mortar from an 1838-1860 building that had been deemed structurally
unsafe. Another set of samples was taken from the crawl space of St. Mary’s Catholic
Church on Hassel Street. This building was rebuilt right after being destroyed in the Fire
of 1838. The original intent for these samples was to compare mortar from a wall built
during the church’s original construction in the early 1800s to mortar from a wall
constructed right after the fire. After investigation, the wall that was thought to be an
original was, in fact, most likely build during the 1838 reconstruction. The St. Mary’s
samples now show the composition of a mortar being used directly after the Fire of 1838.
The last set of samples were collected from 26 Meeting Street. The first sample was taken
from the main portion of the house which was constructed in the 1820s and the second
was taken from a hyphen addition that was added on between 1852 and 1872. Using this
sample as an example of 1850s mortar, it allowed a comparison between a mortar from
an era before the period of focus and mortar from during the period of focus.
Of all the mortar taken, the samples taken from Grace Church Cathedral were of
the smallest in quantity. This cut back was a consequence of hard to reach locations at
which the masonry was exposed in this building. Enough sample, however, was collected
in order to make an effective analysis. It should also be mentioned that the results
obtained from a sample set of eleven do not provide definitive answers for every
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nineteenth century masonry building. The results, while limited, do provide answers
about mid-nineteenth century mortar for the sake of this study.
It is very difficult to assign an exact definition to what a quality historic mortar
composition is composed of. Historically, a 1:3 binder to aggregate ratio has been
considered a respectable mixture for a relatively strong historic mortar. 39 This is a rough
estimation and is assuming that the mortar is mixed perfectly every time, which is not
likely. It is also assuming a consistent quality in aggregate, however, aggregate material
changes depending on event, year, and location. To further expand on that note, oyster
shell can act as a binder and an aggregate while sand can only be used as a loose
aggregate.
According to the “Standard Practice for Determining the Component of Historic
Cementitious Materials” created by the National Center for Preservation Technology and
Training, a mortar sample can be classified by the percentage of hydraulic material
(lime/binder) present. Below is a table representing percentages of lime or binder in a
sample and if it falls under a weak, moderate, or strong category. These values are helpful
for roughly characterizing the hydraulic component of a lime based mortar. It is
important to keep the following values in the table below in mind when reading the case
study compositions graphs on the following pages. 40

39

Gerard Lynch, Brickwork: History, Technology and Practice, (Donhead Publishing Ltd. London, 1994),
166-128.
40
“Standard Practice for Determining the Component of Historic Cementitious Materials”, (National
Center for Preservation. 2004), 22-24.
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Lime Component
Classification
Lime Percentage
Range

Weak

Moderate

Strong

5-15%

16-25%

26-36%

Table 12: Lime component classification value table 41

To further show that a higher lime content will produce a stronger mortar, two
graphs made provided in “Physical-Mechanical Characterization of Hydraulic and NonHydraulic Lime Based Mortars for French Porous Lime” by Al-Mukhtar and Beck are
provided below. Al-Mukhtar and Beck studied the degree of compatibility between a
certain type of limestone and mortar and to see what lime content was most compatible
with a strong mortar. These two graphs are a simple representation that the higher the
lime content, to a limit of 60%, the strong the mortar will be.

Figure 19: Compressive strength vs. lime content graph (left) Tensile strength vs. lime content graph (right) 42

To show that a higher clay (fines) content will produce a weaker mortar, two
graphs made provided in “Tensile Bond Strength of Soil-Cement Block Masonry

41

“Standard Practice for Determining the Component of Historic Cementitious Materials”, 23.
M. Al-Mukhtar, K. Beck, “Physical-Mechanical Characterization of Hydraulic and Non-Hydraulic Lime
Based Mortars for a French Porous Limestone” (Madrid, Spain, 2006), 5.
42
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Couplets Using Cement-Soil Mortars” by B. V. Venkatarama Reddy and Ajay Gupta are
provided below. Reddy and Gupta studied the strength of mortar relative to the content of
clay and cement in a mortar. For this thesis, the focus is on the results collected from the
clay content analysis. The study states: “…bond strength of cement-soil mortar decreases
with increase in clay content of the mortar.” The two graphs below are a simple
representation that the higher the clay content, to a limit of approximately 30%, the
weaker the mortar will be.

Figure 20: Compressive strength vs. clay content graph (left) Tensile strength vs. clay content graph (right) 43

There are other methods for testing the structural capacity of mortar. Push tests
are a method where a device is used to push on a brick to determine at what point the
mortar fails. This measures the shear strength of the mortar in a building. Push tests were
considered for this study but, unfortunately, this test method is slightly destructive. There

43

B. V. Venkatarama Reddy, Ajay Gupta, “Tensile Bond Strength of Soil-Cement Block Masonry Couplets
Using Cement-Soil Mortars” (2006), 1-7.
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was not accesses and/or permission provided by all buildings owners to preform
destructive testing so it was not implemented.
For this study, the quality of the mortar was mainly measured by determining the
percentage of binder found in each sample.

Hypothesis for 1838-1860 Mortar –
High sand content + low lime (binder) content + lack of sharp aggregate. This rough
hypothesis was formed by general observations of mid-nineteenth century mortar. 44

All the raw data is available in the appendix. The test results refined from the data
are on the following pages, as well as a discussion of the implications:

44

Hypothesis made by author.
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1840’s Mortar

Figure 21: 5 East Battery Original Components

Sieve Number
10
20
40
60
100
200
Pan

% Passing
99%
95%
56%
20%
6%
1%
0%

Table 13: 5 East Battery Original percent passing

Figure 22: 5 East Battery Original percent passing
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Figure 23: 5 East Battery Original aggregate
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1880’s Mortar

Figure 24: 5 East Battery Addition Components

Sieve Number
10
20
40
60
100
200
Pan

% Passing
99%
94%
38%
5%
1%
1%
0%

Table 14: 5 East Battery Addition percent passing

Figure 25: 5 East Battery Addition percent passing
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Figure 26: 5 East Battery Addition aggregate
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1840’s Mortar

Figure 27: 94 Rutledge Average Battery Components

Sieve Number
10
20
40
60
100
200
Pan

% Passing
99%
96%
16%
7%
3%
0.4%
0%

Table 15: 94 Rutledge Average percent passing

Figure 28: 94 Rutledge Average percent passing
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Figure 29: 94 Rutledge Average aggregate
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1840’s Mortar

Figure 30: 94 Rutledge Cistern Components

Sieve Number
10
20
40
60
100
200
Pan

% Passing
100%
96%
23%
3%
0.2%
0.04%
0%

Table 16: 94 Rutledge Cistern percent passing

Figure 31: 94 Rutledge Cistern percent passing
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Figure 32: 94 Rutledge Cistern aggregate
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1840’s Mortar

Figure 33: Grace Original Components

Sieve Number
10
20
40
60
100
200
Pan

% Passing
98%
85%
48%
4%
1%
0.3%
0%

Table 17: Grace Original percent passing

Figure 34: Grace Original percent passing
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Figure 35: Grace Original aggregate
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1840’s Mortar

Figure 36: Grace Tower Components

Sieve Number
10
20
40
60
100
200
Pan

% Passing
99%
93%
17%
6%
1%
0.2%
0%

Table 18: Grace Tower percent passing

Figure 37: Grace Tower percent passing
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Figure 38: Grace Tower aggregate
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1840’s Mortar

Figure 39: 4 Gadsden Components

Sieve Number
10
20
40
60
100
200
Pan

% Passing
100%
99%
86%
19%
0.2%
0.1%
0%

Table 19: 4 Gadsden Original percent passing

Figure 40: 4 Gadsden Original percent passing
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.

Figure 41: 4 Gadsden Original aggregate
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1840’s Mortar

Figure 42: St. Mary's Interior Components

Sieve Number
10
20
40
60
100
200
Pan

% Passing
100%
100%
97%
71%
5%
0.2%
0%

Table 20: St. Mary's Interior percent passing

Figure 43: St. Mary's Interior percent passing
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Figure 44: St. Mary's Interior aggregate
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1840’s Mortar

Figure 45: St. Mary's Exterior Components

Sieve Number
10
20
40
60
100
200
Pan

% Passing
100%
99%
57%
2%
0.4%
0.1%
0%

Table 21: St. Mary's Exterior percent passing

Figure 46: St. Mary's Exterior percent passing
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Figure 47: St. Mary's Exterior aggregate
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1820’s Mortar

Figure 48: 26 Meeting Original Components

Sieve Number
10
20
40
60
100
200
Pan

% Passing
98%
92%
70%
25%
6%
1%
0%

Table 22: 26 Meeting Original percent passing

Figure 49: 26 Meeting Original percent passing
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Figure 50: 26 Meeting Original aggregate
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1850’s Mortar

Figure 51: 26 Meeting Hyphen components

Sieve Number
10
20
40
60
100
200
Pan

% Passing
100%
97%
67%
24%
1%
0.1%
0%

Table 23: 26 Meeting Hyphen percent passing

Figure 52: 26 Meeting Hyphen percent passing
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Figure 53: 26 Meeting Hyphen aggregate
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Findings

All of the mortar samples fall under the ‘sands with fines’ soil classification
according to the Geotechnical Soil Classification Chart. Since every sample had more
than 50% of the aggregate retained by the No. 200 (.075 mm) sieve, the samples are
considered course grained soils. Furthermore, over 50% of each sample passed through
the No. 4 (4.75mm) sieve, putting the sample in the sands category. Lastly, the samples
all had a fines content greater than 12% which puts the samples in the ‘sands with fines’
classification.

Figure 54: Soil Classification Chart 45

The data shows that the aggregate of the samples is of a sand-like quality. To
check these results, the aggregate was observed under a standard microscope. The mortar
collected from 1840s and 1850s portion of buildings appeared to be, as expected, to have

45

Soil Classification Chart, (Solum Testing LTD, 2005-2008), www.geotechpro.com.
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a sand like appearance. The samples from before and after the time period had a sand like
appearance as well, however, there was a smaller amount.
A large portion of the samples had a large fines content. This would indicate a
large amount of clay and sand in the mortar as well. It is unclear why there is an increase
in the clay content of these mortars. There are numerous possibilities for the increase in
clay but this was not explored in this thesis.
A significant drop in binder content between 1838 and 1860 was observed in the
test results. The numbers obtained from the sample set indicated that a fluctuation of
binder in the mortar over the span of the nineteenth century. Below, in Figure 55, is a
graph illustrating the change in binder content during the mid-nineteenth century in
comparison to the rest of the 1800s. An average of the binder content taken from the nine
mid-nineteenth century samples was compared to the samples taken from the early 1800s
and late 1800s sample.

Figure 55: Binder content of the sample set compared to the lime classifications
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When comparing samples that were taken from the same building but from
different locations, a difference in binder, aggregate, and fines quantity is evident. The
following descriptions dictate the data found from the mortar tests:
5 East Battery
The mortar taken from the 1880s addition of 5 East Battery had about three times as
much binder as the original 1840s mortar. A low binder content could mean a weaker
mortar therefore the 1840s mortar proved to be weaker than the 1880s mortar.
94 Rutledge
The average 1850s mortar taken from 94 Rutledge had about three times as much fines
and one third the amount of aggregate as the mortar around the cistern. This could mean
the builders at the time used a better mortar in an area where water was going to be
present consistently and a weaker mortar on typical walls.
Grace Church Cathedral
Both samples taken from Grace Church Cathedral were most likely original mortar. The
results vary slightly but the two mortar samples have a roughly equal quality. The
percentage of binder found in both Grace locations is very similar to that of 5 East
Battery Original sample. The sample taken from the attic of the side aisle and the sample
taken from the main tower in the central attic seem to have the same 1840s/1850s mortar
characteristics.
4 Gadsden
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The sample taken from 4 Gadsden have these similar characteristics as well. While it
does have a higher amount of aggregate, the aggregate it does contain is almost all sand.
This sample also has a very low binder content.
St. Mary’s Church
Both samples taken from St. Mary’s Church were most likely mortars from the 1838
reconstruction. The results vary slightly but the two mortar samples have a roughly equal
quality. The samples taken from the interior and exterior wall foundations seem to have
the 1840s/1850s mortar characteristics with an extremely low binder content.
26 Meeting
The mortar taken from the original 1820s main portion of 26 Meeting had almost three
times as much binder as the 1850s mortar from the hyphen addition. A lower binder
content could mean an inferior mortar. The aggregate content for the 1820s original
mortar was very low because the oyster shells acted has a sharp aggregate. The majority
of this oyster aggregate dissolved in acid digestion when the binder content was
measured. The 1850s hyphen mortar relied on sand for an aggregate, which did not
dissolve during acid digestion. This clearly indicates that mid-nineteenth century masons
were transitioning from a shell source binder to some other binder.
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CHAPTER EIGHT - OTHER FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION

In addition to the study of building location relative to soil type and mortar
composition, there are more factors to consider when looking for the cause of poor
performance in mid-nineteenth century masonry buildings. Mortar composition and
location were able to be proven and disproven, respectively. However, the following
dimensions are still in need of further study as contributing factors to poor performance
of mid-nineteenth century masonry buildings in lateral loading events. These factors
could be proven as a contributing factor in mid-nineteenth century buildings if compared
properly to the same factors in buildings of other time periods.

Bond Patterns
Mid-nineteenth century buildings, like any other buildings, undergo many different
loading scenarios that cause different effects. This section covers how these loads effect
mid-nineteenth century buildings depending on the bond pattern of the walls. In other
words, this section is an explanation of what happens to a wall under certain loads
depending on how the masonry walls are constructed. The American Standard Code
ASCE 7: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures specifies the
various design loads for buildings and structures depending on their use. The
International Building Code, IBC, is a code enforced to protect public safety and promote
efficient and proficient building systems. Examples of common load scenarios buildings
and structures might be subjected to include:
•

Gravity/Dead Loads
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•
•
•
•

o Floor and ceiling joists resting on a wall
o Roof framing
Live Loads
o Occupancy use
Snow loads
Seismic loads
o Earthquakes
Wind loads
o Hurricanes
o Tornados
To look at different wall with different bond construction under an array of lateral

loading conditions, a structural analysis program was studied in attempt to illustrate
exactly how a typical wall would perform. Unfortunately, the program was unable to be
adjusted sufficiently to illustrate the desired models without giving inconclusive results.

The case study buildings used for comparative mortar analysis, along with a few
others, exhibit a range of bond patterns and other features which are likely to impact a
building’s structural performance. These features were not primarily studied. Features
found in many masonry buildings constructed during the period of focus and are present
in at least one of the case studies used for this thesis:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A five-and-one American common bond wall
A five-and-one American common bond wall with deteriorated bond timbers
A five-and-one American common bond wall built with more than five stretcher
courses
A Flemish bond wall
An English bond wall
An URM wall by a stair
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Case Study
Building

5 East Battery

American
Common
Bond

Flemish
Bond

English
Bond

Continuing
Stretcher
Courses

•

•

Deteriorated
Bond
Timbers

URM
Wall by
Stair

•

Constructed
Between 1838
& 1860
Y

94 Rutledge

Y

Grace Church
Cathedral

•

Y

4 Gadsden

•

Y

•

Y

St Mary’s
Catholic
Church
26 Meeting

26 Meeting’s
Hyphen

•
•

Y

15 Church

•

Aiken Rhett
Back House

•

13 Coming

N

•

Y

N

•

•

Y

Table 24: Case study table, created by author

American Common bond is the most frequent occurring bond from this set, a fact
that maps on to the observation by Dr. Manigault that common bond was a dominate
form of construction during the mid-nineteenth.

English Bond vs. Flemish Bond vs. American Common Bond
Strength, stability, and flexibility are very important in building design, especially
when considering wind and seismic loading. A rigid bond acts more like one unit while a
more flexible bond can absorb more lateral forces. Essentially, a strong bond ties the
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wythes of masonry together while a weak bond allows delamination. The quality in
which the bricks were laid, however, is an important factor to how the wall will perform.
The type of brick bonds of the buildings in the limited list of case studies was recorded
and analyzed. 46
As seen in the table provided above, of the nine case studies, the bond type in
early 1800s construction was English or Flemish. The bond type of buildings built
between 1838 and 1860 were either Flemish or American common five-and-one bond.
The hyphen added on 26 Meeting between 1852 and 1872 is technically a three-and-one
bond, but this study groups it with American Common Bond. Through this study’s
observation, English bond seemed to be used widely up though the beginning of the
nineteenth century. This bond is an excellent way to form a masonry wall into one
structural unit. Flemish bond is also strong in this same way. Flemish bond was observed
to have been used all thorough the nineteenth century. American common bond, seemed
to become a popular form of masonry construction in the mid-nineteenth century. Since
American common bond does not tie each wythe of bricks as well as English and
Flemish, there is more reliance on mortar to provide structural integrity to the wall and
the separate wythes of bricks. It is very probable that this bond type is not as strong as
English and Flemish bond and that there are a large majority of mid-nineteenth century
buildings that were built with this bond thereby giving a reason for why these buildings
are having structural issues. This point was not fully proven because the bond type of

46

As mentioned before, bond patterns are an extremely important element to a structural system because
the pattern protects the load bearing wall from delamination. The most common bond types observed in
nineteenth century masonry construction are English bond, Flemish bond, and American common bond.
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every masonry building built in each time period was not determined, but there is a
possibility that bond type is an influencer of structural performance.

Continuing Stretcher Courses
Another reason that the American common bond could be a possible factor for the
disproportionate issues in mid-nineteenth century masonry structures is the continuing
stretcher courses. Here, the phrase ‘continuous stretcher courses’ is referring to a wall
built in American Common five-and-one bond with a section of the wall exceeding five
stretcher courses before a header course. This is very problematic in an URM wall. When
there are too many stretcher courses, there are less locations or level at which the brick
wyths are tied into each other. If a wall with this construction were to be introduce to a
load that causes any bending in the wall, there is a very high chance of structural failure
in the wall.
The presence of continuing stretcher courses might be assumed to be a result of
rapid construction. It is also possible this is not an issue specific to mid-nineteenth
century masonry buildings, but it is worth considering the problem as a factor in
structural failures. American common bond was considered a much more efficient bond
to construct because it was much faster. However, if the wall is laid too quickly, mistakes
can happen and short cuts can go unnoticed. This issue of sloppy, rapid construction was
observed at the case study at 5 East Battery. Up to thirteen courses were laid before a
header row was placed to tie the wall together. With less courses to tie the unreinforced
masonry wall together, the wall is much more instable and far more susceptible to shear
and lateral forces. See the following Figures 57 and 58. Reference Figure 56 for a typical
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cross-section of a nineteenth century masonry wall, specifically the American common 5
& 1 bond.

Figure 56: American common 5 & 1 bond cross-section (left) Flemish bond cross-section (right), diagram by author
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Figure 57: Cross-sectional view of 11 stretcher course at 5 East Battery, photo by James Lyles
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Figure 58: Cross-sectional view of at least 10 stretcher courses, photo by James Lyles
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Bond Timbers
A bond timber is a piece of wood, usually the height and width of an average
brick that spans the length of a masonry wall. A course of brick in the interior side of a
masonry was skipped and this was where the bond timber was placed. The function of a
bond timber in is to allow the finishing to be secured to the wall. Wooden battens were
nailed into the bond timbers allowing the lath and plaster to be applied to the interior
walls of the building. In result of its function, another name for a bond timber is a
“nailer”. Bond timbers cause trouble when the wood is exposed to damage and
deterioration caused by water and insects. If a bond timber has been rotted or eaten away
due to water or insects, then that mean a course missing from the masonry wall. If a
course is missing from the wall while gravity is still pushing down, then the wall is
experiencing an eccentric load.
Eccentric loading is when the load acting on the wall is offset from the centroid of
the wall pier, then it establishes the bending of wall along with the axial stress. Eccentric
loading is at the middle of cross-section of the wall. It will be at some distance from the
middle of the wall pier either towards right or left. The distance between the middle of
cross-section of the wall pier and the eccentric load is referred as eccentricity symbolized
by e. Increase in the eccentric load increases the axial load and the moment acting on the
wall pier. This makes the wall pier bend increasing the bending of wall. This added
bending can cause delamination of the bricks within the wall’s cross-section.
The following images are some examples of bond timbers in varying conditions.
The bond timbers in 13 Coming street, which is an 1840s building, have some water and
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insect damage. The bond timbers at the Aiken-Rhett kitchen out house, which was built
in the early 1800s, are in good condition free from any water or insect damage.

Figure 59: Exposed wall at 13 Coming Street, photo by author
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Figure 60: Close-up of 13 Coming bond timber (damage on underside), photo by author

Figure 61: Aiken Rhett kitchen house, photo by author
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Figure 62: Close-up of Aiken-Rhett bond timber, photo by author

A resistance drill was used to test the density of the damaged bond timber at 13
Coming Street. A resistance drill simply drills into a wood member and measures the
resistance of the material throughout the drilled path. The tool generates a resistagraph
that illustrates where the wood member is hardest or weakest. In this case, the
resistagraph was used to measure the extent of damage of the bond timber at 13 Coming
Street by measuring the void space, or rotted out area, of the material. Access was not
granted for drilling at the Aiken Rhett Kitchen so a comparison between a damaged and
pristine bond timber could not be made. Figure 63 is the resistagraph taken from the bond
timber at 13 Coming Street.
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Figure 63: Resistagraph from 13 Coming bond timber

Rot in wood usually starts in the center and works its way out allowing the
exterior of a wood member to appear in fair to good condition. The resistagraph, shown
in Figure 63, provides a measured representation of a rotted bond timber. In this graph,
the condition of the wood member is measured in terms of resistance throughout. The
peaks on the edges of the resistagraph represent the resistance of intact, solid wood while
the middle area of the graph represents the void in the wood member where the wood has
rotted away.

Panic of 1837: An Economic Crisis
In 1837 a larger economic crisis named the Panic of 1837 consumed the United
States. Some consider it to be the nation’s “First Great Depression” that lasted over a
decade. 47 The intension of researching the Panic of 1837 was to see if there was a
macroeconomic pattern effecting the building quality during the 1840s and 1850s. That
47

Alasdair Roberts, “America’s First Great Depression: Economic Crisis and Political Disorder after the
Panic of 1837”, (Cornell University, 2012).
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is, if prices were high or there was economic trouble at the time, perhaps buildings
materials or poorer or cheaper quality were being used. In looking through the resources
found on the matter, nothing conclusive was found to tie this event to the construction of
masonry buildings at the time in Charleston.

Unreinforced Wall by Stairs
Another factor in mid-nineteenth century masonry buildings that has been
observed is an unreinforced wall by a stairway. When a stair is located against a wall, the
floor framing is unable to tie into the wall for the length of the stair. The floor does not tie
into wall at a particular location, thereby resulting in an unreinforced masonry wall to be
free standing for sometimes up to three stories. This is an issue you because you are left
with a section of the wall where the floor is not tying into it to provide extra
reinforcement for up to three stories (thirty or forty feet). This can be a high risk situation
is an extreme loading event were to occur. The masonry wall would most likely fail in the
location of the staircase. This study did not confirm that this is a problem directly
associated with mid-nineteenth century buildings but recognizes the potential problem.
The problem of having a stair up against a URM has been noticed in at least three
buildings known to be built between 1838 and 1860.
Floor framing helps the stability of wall by acting as a diaphragm to transmit
horizontal loads to vertical elements and, ultimately the ground. When this extra
stabilization of a URM wall is taken away, reinforcement is necessary to strengthen the
wall.
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A common way to fix this problem is to form a diaphragm on the bottom of the
stair flight, then to tie the stair into the wall, or in other words, tie the wall into the
building by fastening it to the stair. To do this, the stair must be turned into a beam by
attaching plywood to the bottom of the stringers. Once the stair has been strengthened to
behave like a structural beam, the masonry wall is tied into the stair with pattress plates
and tie rods. The following photos of the 15 Church Street case study provide an example
of a building that had this problem and was repaired with the solution previously
described.

Figure 64: North wall of 15 Church Street with pattress plates and through rods to tie wall back in structure, photo by
author
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Figure 65: Stair against North wall at 15 Church Street, photo by author

Figure 66: Floor separation - sign of wall by stair pulling away from main building, photo by author
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Figure 67: Diagram of stair by URM wall, created by author

New Construction Vibrations
Charleston is experience massive growth in population and in tourism which
means there is a lot of new construction on the peninsula. A large amount of the new
construction going on in the city today requires pile driven foundations. Driving piles
creates a significant amount of vibration to the surrounding area. If there is a historic
structure in range, there is a very large possibility that the building would be directly
affected by these new vibrations. Maybe the vibrations created by new construction are
effecting mid-nineteenth century masonry buildings to a greater degree due to the lower
material quality. Extra vibrations are something older buildings never had to withstand
until the twentieth century. Are the masonry buildings strong enough for these new
vibrations?
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CHAPTER NINE - CONCLUSION

Structural problems leading to significant repairs and even the need for
demolition, have recently emerged in a number of structures built in the mid-19th century
(1838-1860) in the Charleston area. The intention of this thesis was to develop some clear
answers as to if these structural problems, which are occurring disproportionately to
buildings built in other time periods, are related to soil quality and mortar composition. It
was crucial to determine if there is a reason or pattern for these problems and failures.
The question this thesis was trying to answer, starting with the assumption that there is
indeed a problem in buildings built between 1838 and 1860, is to answer if the location
relative to soil type and the material strengths of the mortar used in these buildings
impact their structural performance relative to buildings of other time periods.

The original hypothesis was that buildings built on made land were settling
causing problems through the entire structure. This theory was stemmed from the
hypothesis that buildings from 1838-1860 were disproportionately constructed on made
land, however, the results from the study revealed the theory did not make a significant
impact. The theory that the location of these mid-nineteenth century masonry building
relative to soil type (if the building was built on original Charleston land of man-made
land) was disproven as a category through soil conditions. By mapping out the location of
known, existing 1838-1860 masonry buildings, it was made evident that only a very
small percentage of the buildings were built on made land. This small portion was not
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large enough to hold against the argument that these buildings were having structural
problems because they were built on insufficient soil.
Through lab tests, it was discovered that a causes for disproportionate failures of
mid-nineteenth century buildings is tied to a decrease in mortar quality. The mortar being
used during the time of focus was an inferior building material because it contained far
less binder then other time periods before 1838 and after 1860. With this understanding
of mortar issues, we may have a better idea of how to confront a mid-nineteenth century
building with structural issues with a preservation engineering approach. Since mortar
quality was found to be a factor to structural issues in the buildings, an appropriated first
step in repairing and strengthening these buildings is to improve the mortar. To
completely solve the problem of weak mortar in an URM wall, the entire wall would
have to be taken down and rebuilt using the original brick with a new mortar mixture.
This is the only way to replace bedding mortar. Since this is not a realistic option for
many historic building owners, a simple solution is to repoint the walls. Repointing the
wall will seal in the poor, loose and sandy mortar and allow the wall to be strong in
compression. This simple solution will not protect the building against extreme lateral
loads but it is recommended form of strengthening repair that will preserve the structure
until more funds are available for a more complete retrofit.

Mid-nineteenth century URM buildings are in even more danger due to their weak
mortar in the face of extreme lateral loading. If Charleston has another major earthquake
similar to that of the Earthquake of 1886, then the URM buildings are in serious trouble.
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Since an earthquake cannot be stopped, the best way to protect these buildings is to
reinforce them. Seismic retrofits can help dampen the loads a building might experience
in an earthquake. While it may be ideal, it is close to impossible and extremely
impractical to fully update a historic building up to modern day code. It is best to update
and reinforce the building as much as possible while making every effort to preserve the
historic fabric. This is the ultimate goal of the preservation engineer.
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APPENDIX A – MORTAR DATA
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5 East Battery Original

Project Site
City
Date Sampled
Date Analyzed
Location/Type

Mortar Analysis
Sample Data
General
5 East Battery Original
Charleston, SC
7-Dec-17
2-Jan-18
Description of Sample
Bedding Mortar

Visual Observation

No aggregate visible

Color
Texture Calibration Board
Hardness (mohs)

10 YR 8/3
320 (smooth)
~4
Sample Data

Boat (g)
Bulk Sample + Boat (g)
Bulk Sample [M] (g)
Powdered Sample (g)

2.05
26.43
24.38
24.37
Dry Sample for 24 hr

Dried Sample [M1] (g)

24.28
Filtration

Filter Paper [M2 ] (g)
Filter Paper + Dried Fines [M3 ] (g)
Fines=M3 -M2 (g)
Dry Aggregate for 24 hr
Aggregate [M4 ] (g)
Acid Soluable Fraction (%) =
[M1 -(Fines+M4 )]/M1
Assesment
Mortar Type
Lime base
Fines
Clay
Acid Soluable Fraction
Lime
Aggregate
Sand

Percentages (%)
Aggregate
25.16%
Fines
65.53%
Binder
9.31%

1.77
17.68
15.91
6.11
9.31%

Mortar Analysis
Aggregate Charactarization
Sample
5 East Battery Original
10
0.06
20
0.21
40
2.14
60
1.97
100
0.76
200
0.28
Pan
0.05
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5 East Battery Addition
Mortar Analysis
Sample Data
General
Project Site
5 East Battery Addition
City
Charleston, SC
Date Sampled
7-Dec-17
Date Analyzed
2-Jan-18
Description of Sample
Location/Type
Bedding Mortar
Appears to have oyster shell
Visual Observation
aggregate
Color
10 YR 8/1
Texture Calibration Board
150 (smooth, slightly rough)
Hardness (mohs)
~5
Sample Data
Boat (g)
1.88
Bulk Sample + Boat (g)
26.07
24.19
Bulk Sample [M] (g)
24.12
Powdered Sample (g)
Dry Sample for 24 hr
23.75
Dried Sample [M1] (g)
Filtration
1.7
Filter Paper [M2 ] (g)
Filter Paper + Dried Fines [M3 ] (g)
16.84
Fines=M3 -M2 (g)
15.14
Dry Aggregate for 24 hr
2.03
Aggregate [M4 ] (g)
Acid Soluable Fraction (%) =
27.71%
[M1 -(Fines+M4 )]/M1
Assesment
Mortar Type
Lime base
Fines
Clay
Acid Soluable Fraction
Lime
Oyster shell & sand
Aggregate

Percentages (%)
8.55%
Aggregate
Fines
63.75%
Binder
27.71%

Mortar Analysis
Aggregate Charactarization
Sample
5 East Battery Addition
10
0.02
20
0.09
40
1.11
60
0.66
100
0.08
200
0.01
Pan
0.01
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94 Rutledge Average
Mortar Analysis
Sample Data
General
Project Site
94 Rutledge Average
City
Charleston, SC
Date Sampled
7-Dec-17
Date Analyzed
2-Jan-18
Description of Sample
Location/Type
Bedding Mortar
Sandy and no aggregate
Visual Observation
visible
Color
10 YR 7/6
Texture Calibration Board
320 (smooth)
Hardness (mohs)
~3
Sample Data
Boat (g)
1.04
Bulk Sample + Boat (g)
26.91
Bulk Sample [M] (g)
25.87
Powdered Sample (g)
25.69
Dry Sample for 24 hr
Dried Sample [M1] (g)
23.55
Filtration
Filter Paper [M2 ] (g)
1.7
Filter Paper + Dried Fines [M3 ] (g)
15.5
Fines=M3 -M2 (g)
13.8
Dry Aggregate for 24 hr
Aggregate [M4 ] (g)
7.4
Acid Soluable Fraction (%) =
9.98%
[M1 -(Fines+M4 )]/M1
Assesment
Mortar Type
Lime base
Fines
Clay
Acid Soluable Fraction
Lime
Aggregate
Sand

Percentages (%)
Aggregate
31.42%
Fines
58.60%
Binder
9.98%

Mortar Analysis
Aggregate Charactarization
Sample
94 Rutledge Average
10
0.04
20
0.25
40
5.66
60
0.6
100
0.29
200
0.2
Pan
0.03
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94 Rutledge Cistern

Project Site
City
Date Sampled
Date Analyzed
Location/Type

Mortar Analysis
Sample Data
General
94 Rutledge Cistern
Charleston, SC
7-Dec-17
2-Jan-18
Description of Sample
Bedding Mortar

Visual Observation

Small aggregate visible

Color
Texture Calibration Board
Hardness (mohs)

10 YR 8/3
220 (smooth)
~ 4.5
Sample Data

Boat (g)
Bulk Sample + Boat (g)
Bulk Sample [M] (g)
Powdered Sample (g)

1.04
38.06
37.02
37.02
Dry Sample for 24 hr

Dried Sample [M1] (g)

35.72
Filtration

Filter Paper [M2 ] (g)
1.69
Filter Paper + Dried Fines [M3 ] (g)
10.13
Fines=M3 -M2 (g)
8.44
Dry Aggregate for 24 hr
Aggregate [M4 ] (g)
25.45
Acid Soluable Fraction (%) =
5.12%
[M1 -(Fines+M4 )]/M1
Assesment
Mortar Type
Lime base
Fines
Clay
Acid Soluable Fraction
Lime
Sand & unknown small
Aggregate
aggregate

Percentages (%)
71.25%
Aggregate
Fines
23.63%
Binder
5.12%

Mortar Analysis
Aggregate Charactarization
Sample
94 Rutledge Cistern
10
0.03
20
0.86
40
18.34
60
5.13
100
0.61
200
0.03
Pan
0.01
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Grace Original

Project Site
City
Date Sampled
Date Analyzed
Location/Type

Mortar Analysis
Sample Data
General
Grace Original
Charleston, SC
15-Dec-17
2-Jan-18
Description of Sample
Bedding Mortar

Visual Observation

No aggregate visible

Color
Texture Calibration Board
Hardness (mohs)

10 YR 8/3
320 (smooth)
~3
Sample Data

Boat (g)
Bulk Sample + Boat (g)
Bulk Sample [M] (g)
Powdered Sample (g)

2.19
10.18
7.99
10.18
Dry Sample for 24 hr

Dried Sample [M1] (g)

7.62

Filtration
Filter Paper [M2 ] (g)
Filter Paper + Dried Fines [M3 ] (g)
Fines=M3 -M2 (g)
Dry Aggregate for 24 hr
Aggregate [M4 ] (g)
Acid Soluable Fraction (%) =
[M1 -(Fines+M4 )]/M1
Assesment
Mortar Type
Lime base
Fines
Clay
Acid Soluable Fraction
Lime
Aggregate
Sand

Percentages (%)
Aggregate
44.49%
Fines
47.64%
Binder
7.87%

1.67
5.3
3.63
3.39
7.87%

Mortar Analysis
Aggregate Charactarization
Sample
Grace Original
10
0.08
20
0.41
40
1.21
60
1.47
100
0.09
200
0.02
Pan
0.01
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Grace Tower

Project Site
City
Date Sampled
Date Analyzed
Location/Type

Mortar Analysis
Sample Data
General
Grace Tower
Charleston, SC
15-Dec-17
2-Jan-18
Description of Sample
Bedding Mortar

Visual Observation

Small aggregate visible

Color
Texture Calibration Board
Hardness (mohs)

2.5 YR
320 (smooth)
~4
Sample Data

Boat (g)
Bulk Sample + Boat (g)
Bulk Sample [M] (g)
Powdered Sample (g)

2.05
10.13
8.08
8.07
Dry Sample for 24 hr

Dried Sample [M1] (g)

7.98
Filtration

Filter Paper [M2 ] (g)
1.71
Filter Paper + Dried Fines [M3 ] (g)
4.3
Fines=M3 -M2 (g)
2.59
Dry Aggregate for 24 hr
Aggregate [M4 ] (g)
4.99
Acid Soluable Fraction (%) =
5.01%
[M1 -(Fines+M4 )]/M1
Assesment
Mortar Type
Lime base
Fines
Possible clay
Acid Soluable Fraction
Lime
Aggregate
Sand

Percentages (%)
Aggregate
62.53%
Fines
32.46%
Binder
5.01%

Mortar Analysis
Aggregate Charactarization
Sample
Grace Tower
10
0.05
20
0.28
40
3.71
60
0.56
100
0.24
200
0.02
Pan
0.01
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4 Gadsden Original

Project Site
City
Date Sampled
Date Analyzed
Location/Type

Mortar Analysis
Sample Data
General
4 Gadsden Original
Charleston, SC
16-Dec-17
2-Jan-18
Description of Sample
Bedding Mortar

Visual Observation

No aggregate visible

Color
Texture Calibration Board
Hardness (mohs)

10 YR 8/4
320 (smooth)
~ 2.5
Sample Data

Boat (g)
Bulk Sample + Boat (g)
Bulk Sample [M] (g)
Powdered Sample (g)

2.18
18.77
16.59
16.59
Dry Sample for 24 hr

Dried Sample [M1] (g)

16.62

Filtration
1.7
Filter Paper [M2 ] (g)
4.65
Filter Paper + Dried Fines [M3 ] (g)
2.95
Fines=M3 -M2 (g)
Dry Aggregate for 24 hr
12.29
Aggregate [M4 ] (g)
Acid Soluable Fraction (%) =
8.28%
[M1 -(Fines+M4 )]/M1
Assesment
Mortar Type
Lime base
Fines
Possible clay
Acid Soluable Fraction
Lime
Aggregate
Sand

Percentages (%)
Aggregate
73.96%
Fines
17.75%
Binder
8.28%

Mortar Analysis
Aggregate Charactarization
Sample
4 Gadsden Original
10
0.01
20
0.12
40
1.53
60
8.18
100
2.35
200
0.01
Pan
0.01
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St. Mary’s Interior

Project Site
City
Date Sampled
Date Analyzed
Location/Type

Mortar Analysis
Sample Data
General
St. Mary's Interior
Charleston, SC
7-Feb-18
8-Feb-18
Description of Sample
Bedding Mortar

Visual Observation

No aggregate visible

Color
Texture Calibration Board
Hardness (mohs)

10 YR 8/3
220 (smooth)
~ 3.5
Sample Data

Boat (g)
Bulk Sample + Boat (g)
Bulk Sample [M] (g)
Powdered Sample (g)

1.67
16.78
15.11
15.1
Dry Sample for 24 hr

Dried Sample [M1] (g)

14.59

Filtration
Filter Paper [M2 ] (g)
1.7
Filter Paper + Dried Fines [M3 ] (g)
6.7
Fines=M3 -M2 (g)
5
Dry Aggregate for 24 hr
Aggregate [M4 ] (g)
9.28
Acid Soluable Fraction (%) =
2.12%
[M1 -(Fines+M4 )]/M1
Assesment
Mortar Type
Lime base
Fines
Possible clay
Acid Soluable Fraction
Lime
Aggregate
Sand

Percentages (%)
Aggregate
63.61%
Fines
34.27%
Binder
2.12%

Mortar Analysis
Aggregate Charactarization
Sample
St. Mary's Interior
10
0
20
0.01
40
0.31
60
2.34
100
6.08
200
0.48
Pan
0.02
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St. Mary’s Exterior

Project Site
City
Date Sampled
Date Analyzed
Location/Type

Mortar Analysis
Sample Data
General
St. Mary's Exterior
Charleston, SC
7-Feb-18
8-Feb-18
Description of Sample
Bedding Mortar

Visual Observation

No aggregate visible

Color
Texture Calibration Board
Hardness (mohs)

10 YR 8/4
220 (smooth)
~ 2.5
Sample Data

Boat (g)
Bulk Sample + Boat (g)
Bulk Sample [M] (g)
Powdered Sample (g)

1.67
18.17
16.5
16.49
Dry Sample for 24 hr

Dried Sample [M1] (g)

15.48
Filtration

Filter Paper [M2 ] (g)
1.7
Filter Paper + Dried Fines [M3 ] (g)
7.7
Fines=M3 -M2 (g)
6
Dry Aggregate for 24 hr
Aggregate [M4 ] (g)
8.48
Acid Soluable Fraction (%) =
6.46%
[M1 -(Fines+M4 )]/M1
Assesment
Mortar Type
Lime base
Fines
Possible clay
Acid Soluable Fraction
Lime
Aggregate
Sand

Percentages (%)
Aggregate
54.78%
Fines
38.76%
Binder
6.46%

Mortar Analysis
Aggregate Charactarization
Sample
St. Mary's Exterior
10
0
20
0.06
40
3.55
60
4.71
100
0.12
200
0.02
Pan
0.01
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26 Meeting Original

Project Site
City
Date Sampled
Date Analyzed
Location/Type

Mortar Analysis
Sample Data
General
26 Meeting Original
Charleston, SC
9-Feb-18
11-Feb-18
Description of Sample
Bedding Mortar

Visual Observation

Lots of Oyster Shell

Color
Texture Calibration Board
Hardness (mohs)

100 (sharp angular)
~5
Sample Data
Boat (g)
1.81
Bulk Sample + Boat (g)
20.51
Bulk Sample [M] (g)
18.7
Powdered Sample (g)
18.66
Dry Sample for 24 hr
Dried Sample [M1] (g)
18.27
Filtration
Filter Paper [M2 ] (g)
1.68
Filter Paper + Dried Fines [M3 ] (g) 9.25
Fines=M3 -M2 (g)
7.57
Dry Aggregate for 24 hr
Aggregate [M4 ] (g)
0.98
Acid Soluable Fraction (%) =
53.20%
[M1 -(Fines+M4 )]/M1
Assesment
Mortar Type
Lime base
Fines
Possible clay
Acid Soluable Fraction
Lime
Aggregate
Oyster shell

Percentages (%)
Aggregate 5.36%
Fines
41.43%
Binder
53.20%

Mortar Analysis
Aggregate Charactarization
Sample
26 Meeting Original
10
0.02
20
0.06
40
0.21
60
0.44
100
0.18
200
0.05
Pan
0.01
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26 Meeting Hyphen

Project Site
City
Date Sampled
Date Analyzed
Location/Type

Mortar Analysis
Sample Data
General
26 Meeting Hyphen
Charleston, SC
9-Feb-18
11-Feb-18
Description of Sample
Bedding Mortar

Visual Observation

No aggregate visible

Color
Texture Calibration Board
Hardness (mohs)

10 YR 7/4
220 (smooth)
~3
Sample Data

Boat (g)
Bulk Sample + Boat (g)
Bulk Sample [M] (g)
Powdered Sample (g)

1.7
22.21
20.51
20.51
Dry Sample for 24 hr

Dried Sample [M1] (g)

20.00

Filtration
Filter Paper [M2 ] (g)
1.7
Filter Paper + Dried Fines [M3 ] (g)
7.22
Fines=M3 -M2 (g)
5.52
Dry Aggregate for 24 hr
Aggregate [M4 ] (g)
10.41
Acid Soluable Fraction (%) =
20.35%
[M1 -(Fines+M4 )]/M1
Assesment
Mortar Type
Lime base
Fines
Possible clay
Acid Soluable Fraction
Lime
Aggregate
Sand

Percentages (%)
Aggregate
52.05%
Fines
27.60%
Binder
20.35%

Mortar Analysis
Aggregate Charactarization
Sample
26 Meeting Hyphen
10
0.05
20
0.23
40
3.11
60
4.46
100
2.35
200
0.12
Pan
0.01
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF LAB WORK
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5 East Battery

5 East Battery Original Bulk Sample

5 East Battery Addition Bulk Sample

123

5 East Battery Original Powdered Sample

5 East Battery Addition Powdered Sample

124

5 East Battery Original & Addition Dried Samples

5 East Battery Original & Addition Filtration of Samples

125

5 East Battery Original & Addition Dried Fines

5 East Battery Original Sieved Aggregate

126

5 East Battery Addition Sieved Aggregate
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94 Rutledge Street

94 Rutledge St Average Bulk Sample

94 Rutledge St Cistern Bulk Sample

128

94 Rutledge St Average Powdered Sample

94 Rutledge St Cistern Powdered Sample

129

94 Rutledge St Average & Cistern Dried Sample

94 Rutledge St Average & Cistern Filtration of Sample

130

94 Rutledge St Average & Cistern Dried Fines

94 Rutledge Average Sieved Aggregate

131

94 Rutledge Cistern Sieved Aggregate
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Grace Church Cathedral

Grace Original Bulk Sample

Grace Tower Bulk Sample

133

Grace Original Powdered Sample

Grace Tower Powdered Sample
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Grace Original & Tower Dried Samples

Grace Original & Tower Filtration of Samples

135

Grace Original & Tower Dried Samples

Grace Original Sieved Aggregate

136

Grace Tower Sieved Aggregate
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4 Gadsden Street

4 Gadsden St Original Bulk Sample

4 Gadsden St Original Powdered Sample

138

4 Gadsden St Original Dried Sample

4 Gadsden St Original Filtration of Sample

139

4 Gadsden St Original Dried Fines

4 Gadsden St Original Sieved Aggregate
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St. Mary’s Church

St. Mary’s Interior Bulk Sample

St. Mary’s Exterior Bulk Sample

141

St. Mary’s Interior Powdered Sample

St. Mary’s Exterior Powdered Sample

142

St Mary’s Original Dried Sample

St Mary’s Original Filtration of Sample

143

St Mary’s Original Dried Fines

St Mary’s Interior Sieved Aggregate

144

St Mary’s Exterior Sieved Aggregate
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26 Meeting Street

26 Meeting Original Bulk Sample

26 Meeting Hyphen Bulk Sample

146

26 Meeting Original Powdered Sample

26 Meeting Hyphen Powdered Sample

147

26 Meeting Dried Sample

26 Meeting Filtration of Sample

148

26 Meeting Original Sieved Sample

26 Meeting Hyphen Sieved Sample
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APPENDIX B – 1840s & 1850s LIST - POSTON
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Mid-Nineteenth Century Buildings
The addresses listed below all fall under the same category. These buildings are located
on the Charleston peninsula and were constructed during the period of focus (18381860). These Addresses were obtained from The Buildings of Charleston (Columbia:
University of South Carolina Press, 1998) book written by Jonathan Poston for the
Historic Charleston Foundation. While there could be buildings on the peninsula built
between 1835-1860 that are not included on this list, the addresses listed are. Also not
included on this list are buildings that were constructed in the period of focus but have
collapsed, been destroyed, or demolished prior to 2016.
1 Broad St - 1853
3 Broad St - 1853
11 Broad St - 1856
17 Broad St - 1848
43-47 Broad St - 1855
6 Chalmers St - 1859
8 Chalmers St - 1851
140 Church St - 1845
141 East Bay St - 1854
22-24 State Street - 1841
23 State St - 1853
32-34 State St - 1858-60
33 State St - 1849
1-3 Water St - 1857
97 Broad St - 1835
102 Broad St - 1844
103 Broad St - 1837
34-38 Chalmers St - 1835-51
57 Queen St - 1840
6 St. Michael’s Alley - 1850
8 St. Michael’s Alley - 1848
15 Church St - 1842
1 East Battery - 1858-60
5 East Battery - 1848
9 East Battery - 1838-39
13 East Battery - 1845
29 East Battery - 1856
31 East Battery - 1837
2 Gibbs St - 1850
46 King St - 1851
85 King St - 1844
98 King St - 1840
8 Lamboll St - 1850s
23 Lamboll St - 1837-45
27 Lamboll St - 1851
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8 Legare St - 1857
21 Legare St – 1843
23 Legare St – 1840s
25 Legare St - 1840s
29 Legare St - 1835
1 Meeting St - 1846
20 South Battery - 1843
22 South Battery - 1857-58
26 South Battery - 1853
30 South Battery - 1860
48 South Battery - 1846
122 Tradd St - 1850
160 Broad St - 1855
167 Broad St - 1836-40
180 Broad St - 1855
9 Franklin St - 1855
13 Franklin St - 1850
15 Franklin St - 1850 rebuilt 1886-87
17 Franklin St - 1850
9 Limehouse St - 1857
10 Limehouse St - 1859
15 Limehouse St - 1854
18 Limehouse St - 1853
4 Logan St - 1852
190 Tradd St - 1840
1 Trapman St - 1850s
11 Fulton St - 1852
16 Hayne St - 1847
191 King St - 1850
192-198 King Street - 1853
193 King St - 1840
216 - King St - 1839-40
220 King St - 1838-40
229-233 King St - 1839
243 King St - 1838
245-247 King St - 1838
254 King St - 1838
265-267 King St - 1840
268 King St - 1850
273 King St - 1840
286-288 King St - 1839-40
290-292 King St - 1838-39
297 King St - 1839
319-325 King St - 1840s
327-329 King St - 1855-56
138 Logan St - 1850s
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188 Meeting St - 1840-41
36-38 North Market St - 1850
50-54 North Market St - 1840s
90-98 North Market St - 1845
102 North Market St - 1850-52
139 South Market St - 1846
375 Meeting St - 1849-1853
153-155 Queen St - 1837-38
27 Anson St - 1850
30 Anson St - 1848
34 Anson St - 1848
46-52 Anson St - 1845-50
53 Anson St - 1843
58-60 Anson St - 1851
63-65 Anson St - 1839
66 Anson St - 1839
72 Anson St - 1846-47
89-93 Anson St - 1850
Bennett Rice Mill - 1844
328 East Bay St - 1839
4 George St - 1852
28-36 Hasell St - 1840-44
33 Hasell St - 1838
35 Hasell St - 1843
37 Hasell St - 1841
42 Hasell St - 1845
44 Hasell St - 1840-42
45 Hasell St - 1851
47-53 Hasell St - 1840
48 Hasell St - 1842
50 Hasell St - 1846
52 Hasell St - 1843
60 Hasell St - 1847
64 Hasell St - 1843
66 Hasell St - 1839
90 Hasell St - 1840-41
95 Hasell St - 1838-39
256 Meeting St - 1838
266-270 Meeting St - 1840s
275 Meeting St - 1848-50
278 Meeting St - 1845-52
32 Society St - 1846
35-37 Society St - 1840
36 Society St - 1840
40-42 Society St - 1850
44 Society St - 1840
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48 Society St - 1839-40
52 Society St - 1840-41
54 Society St - 1853
55 Society St - 1840-42
56 Society St - 1835-40
57 Society St - 1851
62 Society St - 1838-40
63-65 Society St - 1840
66 Society St - 1839
75 Society St - 1839
3-13 Wentworth St - 1841-42
8-10 Wentworth St - 1850-56
12 Wentworth St - 1853-55
15 Wentworth St - 1847
18-20 Wentworth St - 1839
19 Wentworth St - 1847-48
20-24 Wentworth St - 1840
23 Wentworth St - 1843
33 Wentworth St - 1840
38 Wentworth St - 1847
43 Wentworth St - 1840
46 Wentworth St - 1850
60 Wentworth St - 1841-42
69 Ashley Ave - 1852
75 Ashley Ave - 1842
79 Ashley Ave - 1842
76 Ashley Ave - 1855
81 Ashley Ave - 1852-60
90 Ashley Ave - 1838
95 Ashley Ave - 1852
64-66 Beaufain St - 1850-53
108 Beaufain St - 1840-42
110 Beaufain St - 1840
112 Beaufain St - 1837-40
118 Beaufain St - 1840s
12 Bull St - 1851
24 Bull St - 1858
43 Bull St - 1850
52 Bull St - 1838
99 Bull St - 1854
101-109 Bull St - 1853-54
66 George St - 1850s
10 Green St - 1841
14 Green St - 1846
1 Coming St - 1850
7-9 Coming St – 1850
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13 Coming St - 1840
17 Coming St - 1839
40 Coming St - 1851
70-72 Coming - 1852
4 Gadsden St - 1852
7 Glebe St - 1847-48
9 Glebe St - 1854
12 Glebe St - 1855
20 Glebe St - 1846
23 Montagu St - 1843-44
25 Montagu St - 1848
30 Montagu St - 1854
32-34 Montagu St - 1854
44 Montagu St - 1847
62 Montagu St - 1850s
1 Pitt St – 1848
7-9 Pitt St - 1838
13 Pitt St - 1859
33 Pitt St - 1849
57 Pitt St - 1852-53
157 Queen St - 1850s
162 Queen St - 1852
163 Queen St - 1856-57
192 Queen St - 1852
42 Rutledge Ave - 1859
67 Rutledge Ave - 1852
73 Rutledge Ave - 1856
89 Rutledge Ave - 1852
93 Rutledge Ave - 1850
94 Rutledge Ave - 1853-54
34 Smith St - 1855
52 Smith St - 1850
58 Smith St - 1840s
89 Smith St - 1840
15,17,19 St. Phillip St - 1859-60
88-90 Wentworth St - 1859
92 Wentworth St - 1850
100 Wentworth St - 1847-48
107 Wentworth St - 1858
128 Wentworth St - 1840s
138 Wentworth St - 1838
151 Wentworth St - 1849
156 Wentworth St - 1851
157 Wentworth St - 1853
164 Wentworth St - 1853
188 Wentworth St - 1850s
155

1 Ann St - 1847-50
34 Chapel St - 1840
41-43 Chapel Street - 1840s
1 Charlotte St - 1855
20 Charlotte St - 1848
33 Charlotte St - 1854-55
43 Charlotte St - 1849
12 Elizabeth St - 1851
14 Elizabeth St - 1860
22 Elizabeth St - 1859
51-55 Elizabeth St - 1840s
17-25 John St - 1852-56
338 Meeting St - 1855-56
1-4 Wragg Square - 1845
178 Ashley Ave - 1850-52
192 Ashley Ave - 1860
220 Calhoun St - 1840
268 Calhoun St - 1838-46
151 Coming St - 1851
82 Pitt St - 1843
132 Smith St - 1859
12 Thomas St - 1837-40
15 Thomas St - 1840
8 Vanderhorst St - 1855-58
86 Warren St - 1840
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